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PREFACE.
THE original description of Clare Island by the Geological Survey
is contained in a few paragraphs
by the late Mr. R. G. Symes,
in the Memoir to Sheets 73, 74, 83, and 84, published in 1876.
The remarkable
work by Messrs. Kinahan and Close on “ The
General Glaciation
of Iar-Connaught,”
which was issued as
a separate pamphlet
in 1872, prepared the way for detailed
studies in the glacial geology of western Mayo ; but it was
not until 1909 that the Geological Survey could continue its
observations
in this interesting
district.
A natural history and
archaeological
survey of Glare Island was undertaken
in 1908,
under the auspices of the British Association for the Advancement of Science ; Mr. R. Lloyd Praeger acted as general organiser
and editor, and the results are in course of publication
by the
Royal Irish Academy.
We are indebted to Mr. Praeger for the
use of several photographs
taken by Mr. R. Welch.
Sanction
was obtained from the Department
of Agriculture and Technical
Instruction
for the utilisation
of the Geological
Survey in
connexion with this series of researches.
The present Memoir
is the outcome of a survey of the drift-deposits
and soils of
the island by Mr. T. Hallissy, and of a revision of the history
of the older rocks in the light of observations
made by Mr. J. R.
Kilroe in the county of Mayo in recent years.
I have had the
opportunity
of going over the ground, and have added certain
notes and comments in the Memoir.
Mr. E. A. Newell Arber
has reported on the Carboniferous
beds, and the Survey is much
indebted to Dr. Wheelton
Hind for examining
the molluscs
found.
It is believed that the work will prove serviceable
as
a description
of a typical western islahd, forming a veritable
outpost on the Atlantic edge of Europe.
GRENVILLE

A. J.
Director.

Geological

Survey

14 Hume

Office,

Street,

Dublin.

.Nc;rwmber, 1912.

COLE,

111.
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TH& GEOLOGY

OF‘ C&ARE
CHAPTER
BY

ISLAND,

CO. MAYO.

1.

J. R. KILROE.

HISTORICAL REFERENCES,
Clare Island is well known historically as a chief resort of
the celebrated Grace O’Malley, Queen of the West, in the
stirring times when English rule was being established in
Ireland under Queen Elizabeth. Grania Uaile, as her western
majesty was best known, is reputed to have held sway over
large areas of Mayo and Galway, and to have rigorously mainThe
tained her inherited rights by means of a strong fleet.
“Anthologia Hibernica ” * refers to “ the O’Malley principality,
extending from the lake called Lough Corrib, in the County
Galway, to Croagh Patrick, in the County Mayo ; and from thence
According to Roderic O’Flaherty,? the
to the city of Sligo.”
dominions of the O’Malleys seem to have been less extensive.
He gives them as “ the Owles,” Latinized from “ of Umhall ”
(or Ui Mhaille), comprising the .present baronies of Murrisk
and Burrishoole ; and the latter barony seems to have been
the centre of the O’Malley principality ; the “ queen ” was
known to O’Flaherty as Grace O’Malley of Burrishoole.
According to G. B. O’Connor& Grace O’Malley, the Queen of the
West, the last representative of Irish independent naval
strength, “ ravaged and plundered the maritime towns and
districts, both native and ‘Enghsh.”
The deeply indented coast line of Mayo and Galway, with
its many safe harbours and sheltered roadsteads, facilitated the
manceuvres by which the Queen of the West maintained hek
rule, or extended her sway as the case might be ; and in shelter
of Glare’ Island her fleet could ride in safety from the strong
western storms. Above the small bay in the south-east corner,
which is the only safe haven in the island, stands Grania Uaile’s
Castle, a well built but unhandsome square structure, and a
substantial monument. of her rule.
The island was taken over by the Congested Districts Board
the 15th March, 1895, having been purchased from the Misses
McDonnell, who inherited from J. C. McDonnell.(I The Board
* Vol. iii. p. 340.
t “ A Chronological Description of West, or E-iar Connaught ” ( 1684, pub:

1846), 140%
$ “! kizabethan Ireland,” by G. B. O’Connor, pp. 64-276. On Grania Uaile and
the history gf Glare Island generally, see T. J. Westropp, “ Glare Island Survey,
History ‘&‘Archaeology,” Proc. R. Irxsh Acad., vol. xxxi (1911), Part 2.
11Information supplied by the Secretary of the C~ngestod Dis@icts Board,
who g@~ ;t$e nameq; of the original proprietors &B Sir Edward HalA A&wBo~,
,.
II,
James wrn: Far&n, and .GeoFgeI;&,

,

?--
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re-apportioned the island into “ seventy-four holdings, exclusive of commonage, upon which the tenants have the rights
of grazing,” and, after expending large sums upon Improvement
Works, re-sold to the tenants, who contracted to pay in in&alments at 8$ per cent. for SS& years. The improvements consisted in the erection of substantial stone fences, development
of roads, etc., which greatly ameliorated the condition of
existence on the island.
The alteration of the boundaries of
the fields and holdings were associated with changes in the
townland boundaries, and hence the Ordnance Map of 1899
greatly differs from that of 188%
The names and areas of the townlands as taken from the
latest Ordnance Maps are as follows, viz. :Ballytoohy More
Ballytoohy Beg
Maum
Lecarrow
1:
Capnagower
Bunnamohaun
Strake
..
..
Kill
Fawnglass . .
..
Glen

..
..

..
..

..
..

1:
..
..

1:
..
..

1:
..
..

47-k

0”’ 3;

122 1
70 0

4
17

880

16

8

..

..

..

..
..
..

..
..
..

..
..
..

131 2 89
2182 1
8
709 2
1
144 1 81
75 2 14
239 0
6

Total

..

,.

4082 0

8

In round numbers, therefore, the total area of the island is
64 square miles.
QENERAL

DESCRIPTION,

The island is situated at the entrance to Clew Bay, three
miles from the mainland near Louisburgh, on the south side
of the bay ; and three miles and a half from land, at the entrance
to Achill Sound, on the north side. It may be reached directly
by boat from Achill Sound Railway Station, along some four
miles of the Sound, and four miles over the open sea; but
more usually the crossing is made from Roonah Quay, four miles
by car from Louisburgh and sixteen from Westport.
This
quay consists of a good pier, recently built, in a small wellsheltered bay ; and a post-boat plies between it and the island.
Another pier at Carrowmore on the mainland is also frequently
used in crossing ; it is scarcely two miles distant from Louisburgh, but is about six miles from the island, nearly twice the
distance which separates the island from Roonah.
The general features of the island are well shown in a
plaster model made by Mr. A. MacWilliam, under the care of
Prof. 3. Swain, for the Royal College of Science for Ireland in
1909. This model was constructed on the scale of six inches
to one mile from a contoured map supplied by the Ordnance

c
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Survey Office (Plate II.). It is interesting to note that a mode
of Clare Island was made by Mr. William Bald,* about 1839,
and was stated by him to be “ in the possession of the Royal
Society
of Edinburgh.”
The scale was eight inches to one
Irish mile.
Were it not for a triangular projection
northward, the island
would be trapezoidal
in shape, four to four and a half miles in
length from east to west, and from a mile to a mile and a half
in width, measured
directly
across the supposed trapezium.
The triangular
promontory
is almost
equilateral,
each side
measuring about a mile and a quarter.
The promontory
presents
an exceedingly
rugged surface,
formed of a succession of east and west ridges which rise in
steep gradients from their intervening hollows to heights varying
from about 50 to 80 feet, and from about 300 feet to 427 feet
above the sea.
This last elevation
is the greatest
noted in
this part of the island, and occurs near the extreme north,
some 280 yards south by west of the lighthouse
enclosure,
which is situated on the summit of a cliff on the western side.
As pointed out in the original Memoir,7
the ruggedness
is e
“ due to the unequal denudation of strata formed of different
materials,
the strata being composed of grits alternating
with
shales in a nearly vertical position, and having an east and west
strike.
The grits stand out in bold outline, whereas the shales
have been denuded more deeply, leaving a series of small east
and west valleys.”
Referring
to the trapezoidal
area, the principal hill of the
island, Knockmore,
stands near the western end, and reaches
a height of 1,520 feet.
The north shoulder of the hill declines
in a steep slope to the edge of a cliff which descends, almost
sheer, 200 feet to the ocean level.
A remarkable
inlet cuts
into this north side of the hill ; it is bounded by precipitous
cliffs up to 900 feet in height,$ somewhat more than half a mile
west by south from the summit of Knockmore.
The ocean
bottom drops away rapidly from the foot of the main cliff,
the fifteen fathom line being less than half a mile distant.
Qn the south-east
side the hill-slope shows a gradient much
less steep than that on the north side, but steeper in the upper
two-thirds
than in the lower one-third of its height.
The hill
forms the greatest part of the large townland of Bunnamohaun,
and figures as a prominent feature in the landscape (Plate I.) ;
as viewed from the vicinity of Westport,
it contributes
with
Croagh Patrick
and the giant features
of Achill in lending
picturesque variety to the western sky-line.
Near the eastern end of the island, Knocknaveen
rises to a
* Proc. R. I. Acad., vol. i. (1836-40),

p. 263.
Explanation of Sheets 73, 74,83, and 84 (1876), p. 14.
! The oliff on the west side of the inlet is named Allahan, probably from All
(AiZZe) a rock or precipice, and ahan (~&an) wind or storm.
A number of inleta
along the south coast bear names commencing with Oogh, a prefix (zlaigh) whioh
signifies inlet, thus : “ Ooghkeel” means the narrow inlet, “ Ooghnamaddy,”
inlet of the dog, t‘ Ooghmoylanduff ,” inlet of the little black rock, eb

,.*
p”F”

-L.

height of ,729 feet, and between this hill and Knockmore
stretches)a wide fairly smooth-surfaced hollow, over which a road
passes connecting the cultivated areas bordering the sea to the
north and south, the highest point upon it being about 850
feet. Thus a strong contrast is noticeable between the northern
and southern portions of the island, the former being much
more rugged than the latter ; while this latter possesses two
massive features which vie with those of Achill and the
mainland.
The hollow mentioned in the last paragraph forms the collecting ground of two fair-sized streams, one the Dorree River
flowing northward through Lecarrow and Maum, and the other
southward through Strake. A third stream of larger dimensions,
&he Owenmore, drains the south-eastern slopes of Knockmore,
These
and enters the sea through Strake, at Ooghvunanal.
three streams, with their tributary brooks, drain about one-half of
the island, bearing to the ocean some 248,986,OOO
cubic feet of
water, reckoned as one-third of the average rainfall.* Five or six
other smaller streams drain the remaining half of the island, four
descending in direct courses down the sides of Knockmore
and Knocknaveen, and two flowing through Ballytoohy More.
Three Iakelets dot the hollow between the two main features,
near the watershed, which almost directly traverses the ground
between the summits, and three quarters of a mile north of
the R. C. Chapel. A fourth lakelet, Lough Avullin, somewhat
larger than any of the three just referred to, fills a hollow in the
townland of Maum, and receives the Maum “ River ” and
Pollabrandy stream, on their way, by a united course, to the sea.
Precipitous cliffs bound the island throughout nearly twothirds of its entire circuit. They are much higher on the north
and west sides than on the south and east.
On the former
sides they attain a height of 400 feet, and at one point the
exceptional height of 900 feet, as already mentioned, at the
innermost corner of the Knockmore inlet.
It has been mentioned that the fifteen fathom line is not half a mile distant
from the base of the cliff on those sides ; it is about a third of a
mile distant north of Knockmore ; and little more than oneeighth of a mile opposite the summit of this hill. To this depth
* The
~qqhd

Rainfall is 60 inches, on an average, according to the following
by the Dire&or of the Meteorological Office, London :-

For twenty years
::

ten”
,, eleven
,, seven
a* five

1:

’ ,,
,*
,,

at

Blacksod Point
Crossmolina
11 BaIlinrobe . .
Newport
..
:: west ort
..
,, Achi 9
..

..
::
..
..
..

::
::
::

40.9
60.6

.
ii;-:

48.06
63’42

records

in.
,,

::
,)
,,

It will be noticed that the average for the three points lying towards Clara
Ishurd ie higher than that for the three lying more easterly.
The. proportion of one-third of the total annual rainfall, for the average discharge is that shown to be probable for various rivers ; for the Shannon basin
it has been taken, however, as only one-fourth.
Reasons for this are given’ in
“ The Shannon : its Course and Geolo ical History,” by J. R. Kilroe,
grzE%hy.
Irish Aced., vol. xxvi. Sect. B., (!90 fE 07), p.78.
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the bottom slopes I regularly outward, no foreshore ‘platform
being apparent, and no other indication of recent ,erosionof a
more noticeable kind than is suggested by several outstanding
rocks and islets which fringe the coast adjacent to ;the cliffs,
and by sea-caves, some of which may be seen from a boat at
the north end of the island.
There are few points on the north-east and south-west of the
coast-line where descents may safely be made to the shore.
On the east and south, however, the cliffs at many points are
not more than 50 to 80 feet in height ; and, being largely
formed of drift with moderate slopes, good descending paths
to the foreshore are numerous.
A strip of ground above the cliffs, from half a mile to a mile
and a half in width, borders the coast on the east and south
sides, in parts an undulating and elsewhere a rugged platform,
from which rises abruptly the hilly ground both in the northern
The platform varies in
and southern parts of the island.
elevation up to about 200 feet, and the gradient above this
Subsidence to
contour is much steeper than that below it.
the contour named would submerge about two and a half square
miles, somewhat more than one-third of the area, including
all the arable land in the island, and almost all that occupied
by boulder-clay. A further subsidence of 800 feet would leave
only two rocky islets standing above the ocean level.
The boulder-clay covering rounds off the asperities of surface
which the platform would probably otherwise present. Apart,
however, from this modification of the surface, the contrast
which is noticeable between the platform and the hilly ground,
and the abruptness with which the latter rises upward, are
sufficiently striking to suggest a diversity of origin.
.
The eastern seaboard is formed chiefly of Carboniferous
rocks, which succumbed to subaerial waste more rapidly than
the older more highly dipping and tougher rocks of the adjoining higher ground.’ An explanation of the form of the ground
may be suggested by this circumstance, which would ‘necessitate
the supposition that the southern part of the island had recently
been covered by Carboniferous strata, easily removable like
the others, the underlying platform being thus of pre-carboniferous date.
The platform extending from Clew Bay to the
foot of the Croagh Patrick range, and the wider plain stretching
from the coast near Roonah to the Corvackbrack granite range,
beyond Louisburgh, offer, however, no good reason for a similar
presumption. Since, moreover, the average elevations correspond to that of the platform in Clare Island, the features appear
to be part of a general post-Carboniferous peneplain, a branch
of the central plain of Ireland. In this case the island platform
also would be part of the great peneplain, cut into by the
present channels, or by submerged valleys, which continue seaward the watercourses that drain the interior of the country.
The channels just mentioned may have been filled with
glacial drifts until very recent times. The high cliffs ‘of,boulder-

(
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clay to be observed along the coasts of the mainland west of
Louisburgh, which are undergoing more or less rapid denudation, and present almost sheer faces to the sea, as well as the
corresponding boulder-clay cliffs in the north-east and south
of the island, are sufficient indication that this glacial deposit
must have extended far seaward until removed by coastal
erosion.
ROCK

FORMATIONS.

The solid strata of Clare Island arrange themselves in six
groups; and while these are fairly recognisable counterparts of
some that are known on the neighbouring mainland, their
identity, with the exception of the Carboniferous strata, is still
more or less conjectural.
It is disappointing to have to state
that search after search for fossils in the three older groups has
proved futile. Black shales, for the most part indurated but
not cleaved, some of which are cherty and all strongly suggestive
of Llandilo strata, occur at several points, but have not, in
spite of highly promising appearances, yielded graptolites or
other recognisable forms.
Certain irregularly oblong carbonaceous markings are the nearest approach to such which have
been found. Red and green slates and argillaceous beds along
the south coast, closely resembling fossil-bearing strata on the
mainland, have been searched in vain ; and the same has to
be said of certain beds of arenaceous shale offering a good prospect of fossils near the summit of Knocknaveen.
Even the
Carboniferous strata, though containing calcareous shale and
sandstone beds, show only plant impressions, one species of
mollusc, crinoid stems and indistinct corals (see p. 20).
Attempts to name the groups according to the place they severally hold in the geological record, with no data but lithological
similarities to rely upon, would be too uncertain ; and the
naming originally adopted by the Geological Survey is consequently avoided. The sequence of the series is as follows, in
descending order, viz. :TABLE

OF FORMATIONS.

Sedimentary

Series.

Capnagower Series.- Carboniferous sandstone, with shale
and calcareous beds.
Maum Series. -Red
sandstone and conglomerates.
Harbour Series. -Purple
and chocolate sandstones and conglomerates and grey sandstones.
Knockmore Series .-Red
argillaceous sandstones and slate,
and greenish grey sandstones and conglomerates, in parts
cleaved and metamorphosed.
Ballytoohy Series. -Sandstones
and black and dark grey
shales, highly indurated and in parts cleaved ; also
dolomite in parts serpentinized.

7

Igneous Rocks.
Serpentine.
Epidiorite.
Lamprophyre.
Basalt.
The order of the Sedimentary
Series practically
corresponds
with that given in the original Memoirs, based upon a comparison
The northern of the
of the rocks with those of the mainland.
two older series would appear to be the most ancient in the island.
This conclusion has not been adopted without some misgiving,
as a result of the re-survey of the ground ; for the fault which
traverses the island from east to west near its centre, and which
is apparently
of considerable
magnitude,
has a downthrow to
This fact under ordinary circumstances
would inthe north.
dicate that the northern group should be the younger.
Details
will be given in a subsequent
chapter which seem to reconcile
the conflicting conclusions and to justify the order in which the
.groups were originally and are now presented.

BALLYTOOHY SERIES.
The northern triangular
area was described in the opening
pages as a peculiarly
rugged tract due .to unequal weathering
of alternating
sandstone and shale or slate bands, set at high
angles.
The original
Memoir (p. 37) describes
these as of
grits,
Lower Silurian age, and “ composed of green felspathic
and black or blue shales or slates, dipping towards the south
at high angles.
These beds are very similar in appearance
to those of Llandeilo age, as they are not metamorphosed
in
this locality, only indurated.
Nevertheless,”
it is added, “ we
failed after a diligent search to find fossils.”
For three-quarters
of a mile southward from the lighthouse
the beds of dark grey slate and grey sandstone show a southerly
dip, while in Ballytoohy
Beg and Maum they are vertical or
*dip northerly,
from which it is inferred that the strata form a
Moreover, the
syncline, irregular it may be, and are repeated.
alternations
above mentioned are traceable
with a fair degree
of precision in the rugged almost driftless ground ; and, following
a zig-zag general course, they seem to have suffered crumpling
on a large scale, a surmise borne out by a moderate degree of
The striking
cleavage,
which can be observed here and there.
similarity
of successive alternations
also lends support to the
inference ; it would be strange to find such uniformity
of character as is to be observed here throughout
a series so thick as
this would be, if reckoned from the width of outcrop, which is
about a mile, and with so high an average dip as some 60 degrees.
Minor crumplings have not been in evidence, but the cleavage
already mentioned is general in the slate, and affects the sandstone in a few places.
The dark grey slate forming the steep
cliffs in the north-east
corner-where
the slate may be well
seen-shows
a nearly vertical
cleavage and in certain places

D
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cleavage-surfaces with a .sericitic glaze.
The slate contains
black seams, often cherty, and the chert has suffered fracturing,
while the more yielding slate has ,accommodated itself differentially to the forces of compression, in taking up a direction along
plains normal to the forces. The black cherty seams therefore,
having escaped shearing, offer excellent fossil ground, if graptolites had been entombed. A&fewthick non-continuous, possibly
fragmental, beds of grey sandstone are set obliquely to the
cleavage, and protrude as glaciated bosses in the vicinity of
the lighthouse, above the general surface of the ground formed
of the containing slate. In one of the slate bands, where it is
crossed by the road to the lighthouse, nearly a mile south by
east of the buildings, an interesting section is to be noticed,
which illustrates the effect of crushing upon the slate and the
isolated beds of sandstone therein. Two such beds are seen;
it is unlikely that they were originally formed as nodular
detached masses of sand in the mudstone, now converted into
slate, and it appears that the sandstone beds have succumbed
to the crushing, and been fractured so as to form “ eyes ”
of sandstone surrounded or almost surrounded by slate,
the cleavage of which conforms to the rounded shapes of the
contained eyes.
The first ridge of sandstone met with in going southward
from the lighthouse contains a lenticular band of slate, and near
it the sandstone contains large grains of quartz and pebbles
of quartzite and green slate, not unlike the contents of still
more pebbly bands in the same group-possibly
the same beds
repeated in the southern limb of the syncline-to
be seen southwest of Lough Avullin. The ridge of sandstone in Ballytoohy
More, above mentioned, rises to about 130 feet above the adjoining slate ground on the east side, and 50 to 80 feet above
the triangular area of slate on the west.
Proceeding still southward, a comparatively low-lying area
of pasture, stretching east and west, is traversed. The pasturage
almost wholly conceals a band of dark grey slate, which may be
seen along the summit of the cliff which truncates the band on
the west. To this succeeds a narrow ridge of dark grey slate,
containing beds of sandstone, and a band of black carbonaceous!
slate best seen on the north brow of the ridge. This zone seems
an especially promising one for graptolites, but nothing wa’s’
found in it save a few obscure glistening carbonaceous markings.
Leaving the ridge towards the south, another pasture-decked
hollow is crossed formed of dark grey slate, in which sandstone
hummocks, portions of partially concealed bands, protrude
above the general level, some of which bear a covering of rock
debris, probably morainic matter.
To the south of this slate band is another ridge of sandstone,
somewhat coarser than the bands previously mentioned, with’
several pebbly be,ds. Some consist of fine conglomerate with:
pebbles of quartz tind quartzite previously mentioned, west
It is particularly worthy of note that this:
of Lough Avullin.
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coarse pebbly sandstone, with conglomeratic bands; bears astrong
resemblance to the, beds forming the south shore of Clew Bay
at Lticanvy, where; moreover, they are, as in Clare Island, ass&L
.
ated with black and dark grey slate. 4 ’
: In the original mapping of the island the line bounding the
oldest group on the south was drawn so as to exclude the fine conglomerates and associated sandstones west of Lough Avullin, on
the supposition that they belonged to the series following, and
The line menthat their character indicated an unconformity.
tioned, moreover, was drawn so as to include with the southern
series the red conglomerates south-west of Lough Avullin, which
are manifestly of Upper Old Red Sandstone age (see p. 17). As
has been stated,* the old conglomerates and sandstone west of
Lough Avullin are probably representative of the sandstones
No important change in the character of
near the lighthouse.
the oldest strata is perceptible until the fault, shown on the
original map, is crossed ; though it is there made to leave some
of the iouthern group on its north side. The contrast observable
in crossing the fault-line is very marked ; on its south side a
well-marked feature formed of brownish grey and green flaggy
sandstone, with purplish shale, rises abruptly from the east
and west hollow along which the fault runs. These strata belong
:to the newer group, and are to be seen from half a mile to one
mile east by north of the summit of Knockmore ; while on the
northern steep slope of Knocknaveen, where the faulting is
even more obvious, are fine-grained pinkish grey brecciated
sandstone, dark grey mudstone, flaggy arenaceous slate and
fine green hard sandstone.
KNOCKMORE
SERIES.
The strata of this group present a much greater variety than
those of the older one. The following description is given in
the original Memoir.? Upon the map then published the Knockmore Series is represented as b W* that is, of an age extending
from Llandovery to Ludlow :“ The Upper Silurians are similar to those already
described north of Louisburgh, the hills of Knocknaveen
and Knockmore being formed of massive conglomerates
with well rounded pebbles interstratified with variegated
shales, while the cliff-section on the south side of the island
shows vertical beds of white sandstone traversed by innumerable veins of quartz, and purplish green and blue
argillaceous flags and shales, with a nearly east and west
strike ; the latter beds, at the western extremity of the
island, being slightly metamorphosed.”

The “ massive conglomerates ” mentioned in the extract
may refer to a series-of greenish grey pebbly sandstones and
fine conglomerates which form the south shoulder of Knockna+ see page 8.

t Explanation of Sheete 73, 74, 83, 84, p. 37.
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veen and strike westward into the more obscure ground northwest of the R. C. Chapel ; or to coarse conglomerates which
form a narrow band striking westward by the chapel. This band
demands fuller description presently.
The white sandstone
also mentioned in the extract is associated with these coarse
conglomerates, and forms a narrow band converted into
quartzite and full of quartz veins about a mile west of the
chapel.
A good section of the group in the eastern part of the island
is obtained in crossing Knocknaveen, where the strata are to
a great extent exposed and dip almost uniformly southward at
angles varying from 70 degrees to vertical.
The following
varieties are to be observed in a southward traverse, commencing
with those already mentioned as forming the steep northern
slope of the hill, viz. :1. Grey and pinkish sandstone, dark grey calcareous
mudstone, flaggy arenaceous slate, and fine green hard
sandstone.
2. At the summit of Knocknaveen, fine green hard sandstone, in parts shaly and much crushed ; and pinkish
shaly fissile sandstone, in parts calcareous.
8. Coarse sandstone, showing false bedding and containing
beds of fine conglomerates with pebbles of white and
pink quartz, quartzite, ” felsite ” and jasper.
4. Greenish grey and red sandstone and fine conglomerate
beds.

*c,

Isolated exposures of some of these beds are to be noticed in
crossing the area northward through the hollow from Kill
R. C. Chapel.
At Knockmore, the north-west side of the ‘hill is a steep
slope, formed of grey and greenish grey flaggy sandstone and
green shale, the sandstone being in places hard and cemented
The cliff beneath the slope consists of similar beds,
by silica.
fine grained grey sandstone with seams and lenticles of red shale
(Pl. III.). On the south-eastern slope of the hill are to be noticed
silicified sandstone, red and purple shale and shaly sandstone,
red sandstone and greenish pebbly grit. The dip in the steep
part of the ground is prevailingly south-easterly from 5’ to 45”,
and it changes at Strake hamlet to north at 85’.
Half a mile
north by west of Toormore, brown ferruginous sandstone and
dolomite occur in a condition which to some extent indicates
That the group has undergone great compression
crushing.
may be inferred from the almost vertical position of the beds
In Knockmore, however, crushing is not
in Knocknaveen.
observable at many points ; but a sketch given on the original
map,* from an exposure north of Toormore, shows that in
this series, even when disturbance is not much in evidence, the
results of compression are occasionally to be observed.
* Drawing

on original field working-map,

Mayo, Srhx

t 84.
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Microscopicexamination of the brown altered sandstones of the slope
north of Toormore shows how easily quartzose mica schists might have
arisen in this area, had earth-movements
led to further deform&ion.
Streaks of biotite, altering to chlorite, lie between the quartz-grains,
and impart a schistose aspect to some specimens. Many of the coarser constituents of these sandstones are fragments of quart&es that had suffered
great deformation before they were included in the sandstone.
Hence
an older series, no doubt Dalradian, was present on the shore where the
Knockmore beds accumulated.
Some fragments of slate and of much
altered pyroxene-andesite also occur.
Q. A: J. C.
South of the important zone of fracture, to be afterwards
described, several varieties of rock are to be met with forming
the coast, the prevailing variety being red argillaceous sandstone.
With this are to be seen, at and near the west side of the island,
red and green sandstone and shale, and purple and greenish
grey slate with thick beds of sandstone.
A little to the east of
the hamlet of Toormore the slate is traversed obliquely by
cleavage ; the bedding strikes east and west and is nearly
vertical, while the cleavage strikes about west 30’ north.
The structure is commonly observable in this part of the island.
Eastward from Toormore the coast is formed of red and green
slate and grey sandstone ; the slate occasionally contains nodules
Further eastward
freely weathering and probably calcareous.
the foregoing varieties change slightly, the slate becoming
more prevailingly red, and the sandstone more flaggy and red
Dark grey and almost black slate occur at a
as well as grey.
few points on the coast and in a stream west by north of the
The dark grey cleaved mass resembling slate
R. C. Chapel.
which is to be seen at Portruckagh is associated with serpentine
Cleavage is not
and dolomite, and is adjacent to red slate.
generally noticeable along the coast toward the east, although
the bedding stands at a high angle, often vertical.
An interesting exception to the prevalent varieties occurs
at Porttarriff, three-quarters of a mile west by south of the
This consists
extreme south-east corner of Portruckagh.
of a quartzose conglomerate, containing large pebbles of quartz
and quartzite, embedded in a light grey silicified sandstone
It passes upward into purple and grey pebbly sandmatrix.
stone and slate, and laterally eastward across a small fault
into red and green sandstone, with rounded and sub-angular
The continuity westward along the visible
quartz pebbles.
section of this small band is interrupted by another small fault,
which seems to throw the band northward ; it cannot be traced
further in the coast section, but probably reappears between
the two main faults now to be mentioned as an important
metamorphosed rock zone.
CRUSHED ZONE, IN PARTS METAMORPHOSED.

In this southern part of the island greatly crushed rocks are
to be observed at several points, along a narrow tract running
east and west through the townland of Kill, almost from one

,
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t#tremityl ofcthe island to tgheother. , The rocks,consist, o$ co,arse
@artzdsk: ‘conglomerate, ‘quartzite, siliceous atid micaeeous
schists and associated igneous” rocks, lying in, a’ zdni of fracture
between two faults, along which they hive been to some extent
forced upward in the general direction of strike. L With regard
Fo this zone we read in the original Memoir (p. 37) :- .
s
“ Glare IIsland is traversed by three large. faul,ts two of
which run parallel to one another in an E. and W. direction
’ on the south of the island throwing down the Upper Silurian
rocks and exposing the metamorphic series. . . .
“ The metamorphic
strata are in a nearly vertical
or contorted position, consisting of chlorite, talc, and
quartzose schist bounded to the south by a fault which
brings down the Upper Silurian beds, and on the north by
conglomerates of the same age. . . .
“ Between the two faults which traverse the south of the
island, and in the neighbourhood of the old Abbey, there
is a remarkable conglomerate amongst the metamorphic
beds consisting of rounded boulders and pebbles of coloured
quartzite, vein quartz, schist and red jasper cemented toSome of the blocks are 12 or 14 inches
gether by schist.
in diameter ; along with this are dark green schists.”

We infer from this description that the metamorphosed rocks
occur between the two lines of fault ; that, ir the writer’s judgment, they belong to the great metamorphic series of Mayo,
that they are either brought up amongst the Silurian rocks, or
that the latter were let down by ordinary direct faulting on
each side-which
is less likely ; and that the conglomerates
which bound the metamorphosed band “ on the north ” (as
the writer mentions) must be the fine Silurian conglomerates
The age attributed to this interesting band
of Knocknaveen.
in the above extracts seems the chief point open to question, as
will be shown hereafter.
Well developed grey and reddish mica-schist and highly
cleaved slate and micacised sandstone are to be seen between
the faults 200 to 300 yards south-east of the old Abbey, where
also the epidiorite associated with these rocks, and shown in the
map as an intrusive mass, has been converted into hornblende
schist.
The conglomerates mentioned in the above extracts
are seen in force south of the Abbey, obviously invaded by
They consist
the epidiorite upon which the Abbey stands.
of pebbles and large blocks, almost all of quartzite, closely
huddled together ; with little intervening material, which may
be coarse crushed sandstone, a fine siliceous matrix, or mica-schist,
The dimensions of the blocks reach
. as seen at different points.
at least 16 inches by 12 inches, and 24 inches by 10 inches, in
some instances.
In following the band eastward, only epidiorite appears
here and there above the drift ; and at Portruckagh on the coast,
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where
the
crush-zone
has
become
very
narrow,
serpentine, dolomite and dark grey slaty material are to be noticed.
The faulted band is also traceable westward, and is seen, threequarters of a mile east of Toormore, to consist of a much compressed greenish
silicified
sandstone,
almost
if not entirely
converted
into quartzite, traversed by numerous quartz veins ;
associated
with quartzose
conglomerate,
dark grey slate and
The quartzite
forms a striking ridge at
probably sandstone.
Craigmore around the western end of which the road bends
north-westward
; and the quartzite
in shattered
condition
is
to be seen in line with the ridge on the west side of the road.
Here the two faults seem to coalesce and thence to run as a single
line westward to the small bay, north of Budawanny,
where
the similarity
of the strata, chiefly green sandstone and slate,
on the north and south sides, suggests that the dislocation
of
the series by means of the fault is not here very great.

Age

qf the

Crushed Rocks.

Not only is the quartzite at Craigmore continuous with very
slightly
altered sandstone
within the crushed band, but the ~
mica-schist
near the Abbey may very well have been derived,
from red argillaceous
sandstone quite similar to that beyond the
faults on either side ; and, south-east
of the Abbey, slate and
sandstone are to be seen north of the southern fault, which seem
It is doubtful
very little altered though intensely compressed.
therefore if these rocks are of the same age as the great metamorphic or Dalradian
series of Mayo and Galway, and it is
possible that the zone is representative
of Upper Silurian strata of
Wenlock age, as shown by additional facts now to be mentioned.
The manifest likeness of the quartzose
conglomerate
at Kill
Abbey to those on the north side of Kilgeever Hill near Louisburgh
was among the first of the facts which struck the present writer
in studying this band, after acquaintance
with the strata in
Croagh Patrick
that were proved in 1893 to be of Wenlock
age.*
The conglomerates
at Kill and along the Croagh Patrick
range are essentially
quartzose conglomerates
with well rounded
blocks,
occasionally
very large, associated
with metamorThe
phosed sandstones
and partially
formed mica-schists.
dimensions of the blocks at Kill vie with those of the blocks
at Kilgeever
Hill, where the well rounded contents
are also
huddled closely together, strikingly crushed and cemented with
a little silicified interstitial
sandy material.
Again, half a mile to the east of Kill Abbey, at Porttarriff,
quartzose
conglomerate
occurs, as already mentioned.
It is
almost on the strike of the Abbey conglomerate,
would probably
be actually
on the strike of it but for displacements,
first,
which is a reverse
strike fault, and
by the main fracture,
secondly, by a minor transverse
fault, to which allusion has
*Ann. Rap. of the Geol. Survey
year ending Dec. 31, 1893, p. 270.
2
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The conglomerate
at this second exposure,
already been made.
near the shoreline, is not so remarkable a deposit as that seen
at the Abbey ; the contents are. not so large, but consist almost
exclusively
of well rounded quartzite pebbles, as in the other
Assuming the Abbey band to have been continued eastcase.
ward and to be represented here, the diminution is consistent
with the fact that the band near the shore line degenerates into
a pebbly argillaceous
sandstone and then disappears within
a short distance from where the band is to be observed in force.
It is noteworthy
that the deposit outside as well as inside the
faulted zone is confined to the strata skirting the south coast.
No similar band has been noticed elsewhere in the island.
That the conglomerate within the faulted zone is represented
outside it, as is presumed to be the case at Porttarriff, is borne
out by the occurrence of rounded quartzite pebbles of noticeable
dimensions in argillaceous sandstone at the head of Ooghaniska
This sandstone occurs
a little over a mile west of the Abbey.
on the line of strike of the diminished representative of the great
conglomerate,
where last seen within the faulted tract, near
some cottages five-sixths of a mile west of the Abbey.
From

the facts stated it appears :-

a. That the conglomerate
with the associated quartzite,
and even the mica-schist, may be pgrt of the Knockmore Series.
b. That the nature of the conglomerate
is strikingly similar
to that of Croagh Patrick, which has been shown by
fossil evidence to be of Wenlock age. Both occurrences,
moreover, are associated with serpentine.
c. That, while the green sandstones and slates bordering
the south coast-of the island resemble the green sandstones and slates east.of Louisburgh,
with which the
quartzose conglomerates
stand associated, and which
are of Wenlock age, the existence of the fault bounding
the fractured zone of the island on the north interferes
with the definite conclusion regarding the age of the
There
strata forming Knockmore
and Knocknaveen.
is scarcely any doubt that these strata are of Upper
Silurian age ; and if we assume, 8s seems most probable,
that the Abbey conglomerate
is brou& up along the
fault, it is, with equal probability,
just to attribute
a Wenlock or possi.bly Ludlow age to the rocks forming
those hills, and to the strata forming the south coast,
which would exclude the Llandovery
beds suggested
by the notation on the original map.
J. R. K.
THEl

ROCKS

OF

THE

ZONE

OF

PORTRUCKAQH

MOVEMENT
TO

AND

INTRUSION

FROM

CRAIGMORE.

Mr. Kilroe has pointed out the importance of the quartz-conglomerate
in this zone ; but the mica-schist and epidiorite are so unlike anything

l
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in western Ireland outside the Dalradian Series that the non-committal
colouring of the rocks as a metamorphosed series has been retained upon
The author of the earlier map no doubt regarded them as a
the map.
part of the old floor of the country caught in between two fault-planes, along
which younger strata had sunk down on either side.
The dolomite at Portruckagh is somewhat coarsely crystalline, and is
traversed by veins of calcite and of quartz.
In its general features it
resembles that which will be described later as occurring along the zone
north of Knocknaveen, and it similarly includes numerous crystals of a
spinellid approaching chromite. It is associated with a handsome green
intrusive serpentine, derived by alteration from an olivine-rock.
Traces of
rhombic pyroxene occur in one of the microscopic sections studied. The
sandstones south of the band of dolomite and serpentine are so crushed and
Microscopic examinamodified as to resemble dark fluidal igneous rocks.
tion shows that greenish mica has developed from their argillaceous
constituents, and has flowed between the coarse quartz-grains as it does in
a dynamo-metamorphic
gneiss.
The epidiorites of Kill Abbey are typical hornblende-schists, quite unlike anything else in the island.
Epidote occurs abundantly in the mass
The associated mica-schist,
exposed north of the road up to the Abbey.
moreover, does not seem to be a more highly metamorplfosed representative
of the altered argillaceous sandstones of Portruckagh, or of those of the
slope above Toormore (p. ll), and both microscopic and field evidence
tend to connect the highly altered rocks near Kill with the Dalradian
Series.
In the western angle of the cross-roads just south-east of the
Abbey, squeezed slate and sandstone occur, belonging to the Knockmore’
Series ; they suggest, however, no passage into the adjacent mica-schist.
It is possible that the specimen of dichroite described by Sir C. L.
Giesecke in 1832* came from this metamorphosed zone ; but it may, of
course, have been transported from the mainland in the glacial drift.
Giesecke says that it was of a bluish-grey colour, massive, mixed with quartz
and mica.
He adds : “ I found only one rolled piece of this substance
at Clare Island.”
G. A. J. C.

HARBOUR
LOWER

OLD

RED

SERIES.
SANDSTONE.

Judging
from the position,
colour, general
character
and
circumstances
of fracturing
at Portruckagh,
the rocks forming
the south-eastern
promontory,
between the point just named
and the harbour, seem to be of Old Red Sandstone
age, and
probably belong to the older division of this formation.
They
are to be well seen at the harbour and in the cliffs bounding
the promontory, which are fairly accessible ; and they are of great
interest when examined in relation to outstanding stratigraphical
questions
regarding the rocks facing the island, in the cliffs
south-west
of Old Head near Louisburgh
on the mainland.
In the latter place a continuous series seems traceable into conglomerates
at Old Head, which closely resemble
Lower Old
Red Sandstone.?
The Harbour Series is not separately described in the original
Memoir, but descriptions given on the original six-inch working
maps represent it as consisting for the most part of red conglo* Descriptive Catalogue of New Collection of Minerals in the Museum of
the Royal Dublin Society ” (1832), p. 207.
t See J. R. Kilroe, “ The Silurian and Metamorphic Rocks of Mayo,” etc.
Proc. Roy. Irish Acad., vol. xxvi., Sect. B., footnote to pp. 168, 169.
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merate, coarse and fine, occasionally
massive and usually well
bedded, sometimes flaggy, with fine greenish grey “ crystalline ”
sandstone.
The rocks immediately
around the harbour are sandstone
and conglomerate
of the usual Lower Old Red Sandstone type,
for the most part chocolate-coloured.
Similar rocks form the
craggy cliffs east of the old Castle ; while, in going southward,
one sees grey coarse and red slaty sandstone, interbedded
with
conglomerate
containing
pebbles
of pink and white quartz
and jasper.
Still further south, grey sandstone, and light grey
freely weathering argillaceous beds, bearing a curious resemblance
to some Carboniferous beds north of the harbour, form the cliff
as far as Portruckagh.
Here they abut against the serpentine
already
mentioned,
which has been faulted up against
the
Harbour
Series.
South by west of the hotel (at the harbour) and some 150
yards distant, brecciated Old Red Sandstone is to be seen forming
the sole of a small thrust plane which runs down into an inlet,
where, as well as in the adjacent
Ooghganamna,
fault-rock
occurs.
The rocks of this series, although represented on the published
one-inch map, Sheet 73, by the same colour as those forming
Knocknaveen,
present an unmistakable
contrast
to the rocks
of that hill.
Nowhere throughout the whole Knockmore
Series,
as’ represented
in Knockmore
and Knocknaveen,
do conglomeates occur similar to those around the harbour.
There is much
more reason for hesitating to separate the Harbour Series from
that next to be described than there is for regarding it as belonging to the Knocknaveen
Series.
Even some of the grey
sandstone and freely weathering beds north of Portruckagh
are,
as already stated, comparable
to some of the Carboniferous
beds north of the harbour ; but certain obvious facts prohibit
this correlation.
One of these is that the extreme crushing that
accompanied the metamorphism
of parts of the Knockmore Series
and of the associated
igneous rocks affected also the Harbour
Series, whereas the Upper Old Red Sandstone and Carboniferous
beds were of subsequent
date to the crushing, as will be seen.
The main crushing, as in other parts of Ireland, may thus be
ascribed to the Lower Devonian
earth-movements,
and these
also folded the quartzites
of Croagh Patrick.

A small area represented west of the harbour strand, where
the rock is almost wholly covered with drifts and consists
of grey, green, and purple sandstone and conglomerate
(as seen
near the north end of the strand) more probably belongs to the
Harbour Series than to that following.
The Harbour Series
is severed from the southern (older) Group by a fault ; this is
unfortunate,
since otherwise
we might be able to trace
a
sequence from the Upper Silurian beds into this group.
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MAUM
UPPER

OLD

SERIES.
RED

SANDSTONE,

This member (probably of the Old Red Formation)
does not
seem to be of great thickness, though having a width of outcrop,
at its southern end, of half a mile.
It might be regarded as
consisting
of the basal beds of the Carboniferous
System,
in
which light it was viewed by the original surveyors ; but it
seems more in keeping
with the principles
upon which the
mapping was carried out on the mainland at Achill to separate
the characteristically
red and conglomeratic
beds from the grey
sandstones, with some conglomerate
bands, of the Carboniferous
’ Series as represented
here.
It has already been stated that some of the red sandstones
and conglomerates
of this member were included on the published
map with the Knockmore
Series, probably
by an oversight ;
in the description given in the Memoir (p. 23) it is obvious that
the remaining beds are grouped with the Carboniferous
system.
Thus :“ In Clare Island where there is no limestone there is a *
tolerable thickness of sandstones, shales and conglomerates,
which, from their lithological
character,
are identified with
similar beds to the north of Clew Bay, and on which the
Carboniferous
limestone
rests.
The lowest bed of this
group is a red (?) crumpled sandstone, over which is a considerable thickness of red argillaceous shales and sandstones,
then a very fine red conglomerate,
then alternations
of
brown and white quartzose sandstone with blue and grey
argillaceous
shales separating them, and, on the top of all,
thick beds of green sandstone
weathering
white.“*
The strata south-west of Lough Avullin are of peculiar interest,
seeing that they afford us a glimpse of the conditions just prior
to the deposition of the Carboniferous
rocks.
They consist of red conglomerate
and thick beds of red and
purple sandstone dipping towards the middle of a rudely semicircular area, at angles of 10 to 30 degrees.
There is little doubt
that this area was a bay or inlet of the ancient sea or lake in
which the red strata were deposited, and the beds seem to rest
upon a shelving shore, so that the width of outcrop affords no
reliable indication
of their thickness.
A quaquaversal
dip,
moreover, is noticeable on the hill-slope south by west of Lough
Avullin, about 160 yards from this lake.
The lowest beds of the
series, almost
the highest beds on the present ground, contain rounded pebbles
of white quartz and quartzite
up to
5 inches by 6 inches in diameter ; and many red quartz pebbles
and some of jasper are also to be observed throughout the congloRed sandstone
and conglomerate
are to be noticed
merate.
on the steep hillside, some 300 yards south by west of Lough
Avullin, overlooking the road, along the track of which the fault
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runs which brings the Old Red strata and Carboniferous rocks
down on the north side, against the Knockmore Series.
The ground through which the Pollabrandy stream runs
divides the area of characteristically red rocks of Maum, just
described, from the yellow and grey sandstones of Fawnglass,
and through this ground a conjectural line has been drawn to
the point already mentioned in the Lough Avullin stream near
the sea, separating the Old Red from the Carboniferous strata.
The lower boundary of the former has also to be conjectured
north of Lough Avullin, where it has been drawn chiefly in
accordance with the form of the ground, but so as to comprise
the red sandstone and conglomerate, with some red shales,
which appear along the beach from under a deposit of boulderclay 60 to 70 feet in thickness, southward of Leckaprison.

CAPNAGCOWER SERIES.
LOWER

CARBONIFEROUS

SANDSTONE.

For more than a mile northward from the harbour strand,
rocky detritus and boulder-clay obscure the ground, concealing
the relations of the Carboniferous strata and Old Red and
older rocks ; but the strata are to be well seen along the coast
on a curved line of about a mile and a half in length. They form
an array of minor projections and alternating coves, presenting
imposing cliff sections, and extending from the exit of Lough
Avullin stream to Kinnacorra, where high storm-beaches of
coarse shingle have been heaped up against rocks, forming the
extreme eastern headland of the island.
The cliffs are formed of thick beds of grey sandstone and
shale to 30 or $0 feet in height, covered with 20 to 30 feet of
boulder-clay, the lower parts of which contain limestone boulders,
all the upper and the chief portion of the lower half consisting
of shale and sandstone debris.
The strata dip at low angles,
5 to 10 degrees, usually to the eastward. The shale occurs as
seams, green, red or grey, interbedded with the sandstones,
and contains sandy nodules.
The sandstones frequently
show current-bedding, and occasionally small ripple marks, as
may be observed about 50 yards north of the northern stormbeach at Kinnacorra ; a small landslide is also to be noticed
at this point.
A pretty sea-cave penetrates one of the projections or headlands about half a mile north-west of Kinnacorra.
Proceeding south-westward from the southern storm-beach
here, which, with the similar northern storm-beach, encloses a
marshy flat within, calcareous and argillaceous sandstone is
to be seen, with crinoid stems and a form resembling Zaphrentis. .
Still further south the sandstone weathers freely, apparently
through being slightly calcareous ; it shows current-bedding and
contains small concretions. It is followed and underlain by grey
sandstone with plant impressions.
These in turn overlie
freely weathering argillaceous sandstone and fine conglomerate ;
still lower down in this continuous series, and similar to that
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forming the cliffs west of Carricknapostaun-the
headland north
of Kinnacorra-are
well bedded sandstone and nodular shale.
Dark grey earthy limestone, sandstone and shale are to be seen
at the north end of the harbour strand, where these beds are
brought down against the green and purple sandstone and conglomerate previously mentioned.
Current -bedding is commonly
to be observed in the grey sandstone north of the fault.
It
forms the foreshore, and rises several feet above it, cleared of
all covering by the sea-wash for some yards ; it is capped within
by six to ten feet of local boulder-clay.
In Fawnglass,
west of St. Bridget’s Schoolhouse
and north
of the fault, striking obliquely towards it, are to be seen flaggy
sandstone and dark grey shale in a shallow opening ; and to the
north of this point grey sandstone occurs in thicker beds.
The central and northern parts of Capnagower
are thickly
strewn with grey sandstone and conglomerate,
many of them
embedded in the uppermost portion of the drift and all probably
once embedded therein,
until the material
surrounding
them
became partially
removed by rain-wash.
They are usually
so angular as to suggest quite a local origin ; and if this be the
case, the conglomerate
blocks originated in hummocks of rock
now hidden, which represent a higher zone of the Carboniferous
series than any seen along the coast.
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On the eastern side of Clare Island, between the Harbour
at Grania Uaile’s
Castle and Kinnacorra,
there is a series of
beds, exposed in the low cliff and in reefs on the foreshore,
which have been mapped by the Survey as “ earthy limestone,
calcareous
beds and light grey sandstone
beds, with plant
impressions.”
The horizon of the beds in the Carboniferous
system was regarded as uncertain.
On behalf of the Survey,
I examined
these beds in June,
1911, with a view to collecting such fossils as could be obtained
from them, and in
the hope of throwing
some light on the age and horizon of
the series.
I found that

(1) in addition

to markings on the bedding planes of the
massive sandstones, the existence of which had already
been noted by members of the Survey, the black shales
of the reefs, below high water mark, contain mollusca;
(2) and that plant remains occur in the black shales, both
in the reefs of the foreshore and at the base of the cliffs.
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THE

MOLLUSC+,

From the black shales exposed in a reef on the shore about
ten yards south of the storm-beach at Kinnacorra, about halfway between high and low water marks, and thus at some little
distance seaward from the cliffs, I obtained about half a dozen
examples of mollusca.
The shales were much weathered and
soaked by sea-erosion, and the specimens were friable and not
particularly well preserved. Carbonaceous impressions of plants
The mollusca
81~0 occur in similar beds of shale hard by.
which I collected were submitted to Dr. Wheelton Hind, who
kindly reported on them as follows :“ The shells *in all the samples belong to one species, and,
though none of them are in good condition, I am inclined to
consider them a species of Naiadites (modioEaris) and to suggest
Middle Coal Measures.
But in Scotland this species is found
in the Lower Coal group, and one species is very common in
the. Calciferous Sandstone series of Fife.”
THE

PLANT-REMAINS.

The black shales forming the reefs and rock pools, ten yards
south of the storm-beach at Kinnacorra and in close proximity
to the similar beds containing mollusca (see above), contain
large numbers of long, linear, faintly striated, non-articulated
stems or branches.
Some are unbranched, others are freely
branched.
No leaves or fronds could be found associated.
‘i?he specimens are not well preserved, and appear to have undergone considerable decay before becoming embedded in the
mud. They recall the petioles of Carboniferous fern-like plants,
and may be provisionally referred to the genus Pteridorachis
Nathorst, a non-committal term used for impressions of isolated
petioles.
About ten yards to the north of the building now used as a
Lace School; but indicated on the six-inch map as Constabulary
Barracks, a thin bed of shales, about six inches thick, occurs
at the base of the low cliff and overlies massive sandstones
dipping seaward, the bedding planes of which are largely exposed at the present time.
This shale bed contains abundant carbonaceous impressions
of stems or petioles, similar to those described above, but
Some are
somewhat better preserved and less fragmentary.
Some
simple, others are freely branched in a pinnate fashion.
specimens are nearly a foot in length. Many of these branches
are faintly striated longitudinally, but others again show in
addition very well marked, somewhat irregular, and slightly
oblique, cross-bars.
These specimens recall the petioles of Heterangizcm with
They do not however agree
their well marked sclerotic bands.
exactly with those of the frond Sphenopteris elegans Brongn.,
the best known representative of the genus.
The petioles of
several other Lower Carboniferous species of Sphenopteris,
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such as 6’. dissecta Brongn.
and 8. Linkii (Gopp.), are also
known to possess similar sclerotic bands in the cortical tissues,
and the conclusion
that the Clare Island petioles are nearly
related to Heterangium,
if not representatives
of that genus,
may be regarded as well founded.
For the present, however,
they may be referred to the genus Pteridorachis.
Here again careful search failed to discover any specimens
of pinnules or fructifications
which might lead to the further
determination
of these fossils.
The preservation
of these
plants is of a type very common in the Carboniferous
rocks,
and indicates
that the plants had drifted from a distance or
had been much washed about by currents, and that, in addition
to wear and tear of this nature,
the material
had become
considerably
decayed before it was finally deposited
in the
The petioles
of these plants were no doubt more
muds.
resistant to wear and tear and to decay than the foliage, and
they were also sorted out from the other types of vegetable
material according to their specific gravity.
In the same locality,
but further seaward and below high
water mark, some yellowish
grey, highly micaceous,
sandy
shales, much iron-stained,
are exposed on the beach.
These Q
contain
fragments
of carbonaceous
matter,
and in one slab
two brown iron-stained
casts occur, which,
at first sight,
appear to have some resemblance
to the Carboniferous
seeds of
the type of Cardiocarpus.
A closer examination
shows that the
appearance of these bodies is deceptive, that there is no evidence
that they are casts of seeds, and that they may quite well be
of inorganic
origin.
Their
nature
thus
remains
problematical.
With regard to the evidence these fossils afford as to the age
of the beds, little can be said beyond the fact that they belong
to the Carboniferous
system.
In my experience
petioles of
this type are more frequently
found in the Lower than in the
Upper Carboniferous rocks, and the fact that, in one or two cases,
they agree fairly well with the petioles of Heterangium,
which
is typically Lower, and is but rarely found in the Upper Carboniferous, inclines me to refer the beds to the Lower Carboniferous.
From the report of Dr. Hind (above mentioned) on the mollusca,
there seems to be no special objection
to this conclusion.
Whether the beds belong to the lower or higher division of the
Lower Carboniferous
must remain an open question at present.
So far as one can form any opinion, one would imagine that they
possibly
belong to the higher or Carboniferous
Limestone
series of Scotland=Yoredales
of England,
which includes the
Lower Coal Group of Scotland
mentioned
by Dr. Hind, as
having yielded the same species of Naiadites.
OBSCURE

MARKINGS

ON

THE

SANDSTONES.

The bedding planes of the massive sandstones (especially
at
high water mark) exposed at the base of the cliff, *from the

Barracks)
towards Kinnacorra,
Lace School (= Constabulary
often show numerous markings,
which at first sight suggest a
vegetable origin.
These consist as a rule of shallow depressions
on the face of the rocks, often of considerable
size (two or
more feet in length),
and very varied in shape.
These depressions are stained a reddish brown colour, owing to the
presence of iron.
The majority are long and narrow, straight
or bent.
Others are shorter and broader, and sometimes very
irregular in form.
In one or two instances,
iron-stained
casts
were found in these cavities.
These depressions and casts may appear to recall those of the
woody tissues of stems or branches,
from which the outer
Their exact
cortical tissues have decayed away completely.
nature,
however,
is open to considerable
doubt.
A careful
examination
of a large number of cases failed to find any example
in which there could be no doubt as to the vegetable
origin.
Not only were the impressions
unlike those representing
the
bark of any Carboniferous
tree, but they did not even resemble
the impressions
of decorticated
woody stems,
such as the
Knorria casts and impressions,
now so well known from the
Carboniferous
rocks. On the other hand, they appear to be due
to a local circular infiltration
of the sandstones by iron oxide,
and may be of inorganic origin.
Such infiltrations
would weather
less easily than the sandstones,
and thus the impressions,
and
to a less extent the casts, remain when the rock face is exposed.
If they represent
replacements
of some vegetable
tissues by
iron oxide, there does not appear to be any evidence of the fact
at present, and in my opinion it is quite an open question
whether they may not be explained
in the same way as the
“ box-stones ” of the Lower Greensand, which are of inorganic
origin.
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The igneous rocks of the island present features of singular
interest, especially when viewed conjointly with those traversing
the strata along the northern
slopes of the Croagh Patrick
range.
The references
to them in the original
Memoir to
Sheet 73, 74, 83, and 84 (pp. 33, 37, 38) are unfortunately
brief,
and the largest masses are scarcely mentioned.
On p. 37 we
read :“ At the
there is a
crystals of
pale-green

western side of the island and S. of Knockmore,
dyke of trap, with a dark green base, having
carbonate of lime, and vesicles filled with a soft
mineral.
. . .”
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This rock is a vesicular dolerite intrusive in the grey grits
of the Knockmore
series, and containing
pieces broken from
them.
The Memoir continues :“ Half a mile E. of Knockmore,
there is a small boss of
coarse, heavy, dark green hornblende
and diallage rock ;
and very close to this, but not in connection,
there is a
To the east of the lighthouse
small dyke of serpentine.
there is a dyke of basalt, light blue with a compact base,
and in the brook to the N.W. of Lough Avullin there are
two small dykes. of similar basalt ; of which a description
by Mr. Hull from microscopic
examination
is appended.
North of these there is a large boss of hard dark green or
bluish felstone,
with compact
base, much weathered
at
the surface,
and containing
numerous
grains and veins
of talc-spar.
To the eastward it passes below the Carboniferous beds and disappears ” (p. 38).
Professor
Hull’s
note on the basalt
mentioned
in
“ BASALT.--One
Of
the last paragraph is given on p. 33.
two dykes penetrating
black contorted
shales at Maum
village, in brook course.
This section exhibits a pale greenish augitic (?) base tinged with chlorite, enclosing slender
prisms of triclinic
felspar (Labradorite
?), and numerous
crystalline
black grains of magnetite
or titanoferrite.
“ Certain clouded patches are resolvable, with the l-inch
object-glass,
into very minute crystals of this last-named
mineral.
The proportion
of iron in this basalt must be
J. R. K.
very large.”
These two dykes of dolerite cross the stream in Ballytoohy Beg, where
the road is shown running between the 0 and the H of the townland
They are no doubt
name on the map accompanying
the present Memoir.
of Cainozoic age ; but a specimen cut for the microscope from the more
The pyroxene, ophiticnorthern of the two shows considerable alteration.
The
ally surrounding rods of felspar, has been converted into chlorite.
opaque material is titanic iron ore.
Olivine has not been detected, but
is absent from many of the Cainozoic dolerites in the north of Ireland.
Prof. Hull’s description,
quoted by Mr. Kihoe, is of interest, as being one
*of the earliest instances of the application
of the microscope to the study
F. van
of rocks in the work of this or any other G’eological
Survey.
Zirkel’s epoch-making
report on the Petrography
of the United States
Survey of the 40th Parallel appeared in the same year.
G. A. J. C.
Passing to the igneous rocks in the south of the island, “ the
dyke of trap ” south of Knockmore
mentioned in the extract
from the original Memoir seems to be a sill of epidiorite, vesicular,
.and containing
detached pieces of grey sandstone,
that is, of
the rock through which it penetrates.
At the Abbey in Kill the conglomerate
and schist band is
invaded by dark green epidiorite,
which is usually somewhat
coarsely
crystalline
; in places it is transformed
by intense
crushing into hornblende-schist.
A portion of the same intrusion lies outside and to the south of the faulted zone ; and
taken altogether
the area of the igneous rock comprises 15 to
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20 acres, exclusive
of some reddish micacised
sandstone
and
mica-schist
involved in the crushed mass.
Half a mile to the eastward of this exposure, and obviously
on the course of the faulted zone, another small area of epidiorite
is to be seen protruding
above the general level of the driftobscured ground ; and half a mile still further eastward a narrow
band of serpentine
appears in the coast cliffs at and west
of the inlet Portruckagh.
In the northern part of the island an interesting
rock forms
a steep-sided bluff sharply terminating
one of the east and west
ridges.
It rises precipitously
from the road leading to the north
of the island, on the west side, in the townland of Ballytoohy
The rock is described
More, about a mile from the lighthouse.
on the original map as “ Hard heavy dark green felstone with
CaCO, infil tered.”
compact base, much weathered at surface.
Though somewhat resembling
a felsite in certain places, and
varying considerably
in character
and appearance,
it proves
On the top the bossis flat or
to be a compact andesitic basalt.
roundish, but on the north side the steep slope or precipice
displays a curious gnarled appearance due to unequal weathering.
The intrusive mass, weathering
out as a boss on the southern border
of Ballytoohy
More, is dark grey and compact, but varies somewhat in
texture from point to point.
Pseudomorphs
after olivine occur in parts
of it, and it was originally an andesitic basalt, with rod-like f&pars
near
to andesine.
Alhitisation
has, however,
taken place here and there,
The arrange accompanying
a breaking up of the larger crystals of felspar.
ment of the felspars in the ground shows a stellar tendency, and the rock
reminds one of those that produce variolitic margins.
At one point it is
vesicular, with a very compact ground, in which the porphyritic
felspars
are clustered into groups.
The mass has been seriously affected by crushing,
G. A. J. C.
and is penetrated
by dolomitic veins.

The most important
igneous outcrop in the island is a band
which may be traced almost across from E.S.E.
to W.N.W.,
for a distance of about two miles, and having, near its western
end, a width of at least 100 to 150 yards.
As observed by
Professor Cole, this band contains
copper pyrites.
Near its
eastern visible extremity,
half a mile from the harbour or chief
landing place of the island, the zone is represented by strongly
jasperised banded dolomite associated with serpentine and hard
rock, and containing an intrusive vein of basic igneous rock.
Half a mile westward along the band, the rock consists of
dark green andesite
or basalt,
containing
in places distinct
lumps of dolomite ; a similar rock is to be seen where, after the
band is traversed by the great fault, it crosses the Dorree River.
Following its course still farther west the band forms a steepsided ridge, quite precipitous
on its southern side, where the
rock presents the same curiously weathered gnarled appearance
noticeable
in that of Ballytoohy
More.
Mica-dolerite
is here
associated with green serpentine.
The mass above described is that referred to in the original
Memoir of Clare Island* as “ coarse, heavy, dark green horn+ Page 38. See extracts quoted above, p. 23.
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Between the ridge formed of it and
blende and diallage-rock.”
the termination
of the band in the cliff on the west side of the
island the rock is again seen, and consists of serpentine, which
here assumes a brecciated
appearance,
resembling an aggloThe existence of this brecciated serpentine in the band
merate.
forms an additional interesting link between the rocks of the
island, and those of the mainland.
Brecciated
serpentine of
precisely similar character
and appearance
occurs in the great
serpentine area flanking the Croagh Patrick range on the north.
This may be seen on the south side of the rnain road leading
from Westport
to Louisburgh,
about a mile and a half east
by south of Murrisk Lodge.
Here, moreover, the serpentine
surrounds
and alternates
with bands of greenish sandstone
and conglomerates
; and, a little to the south, an agglomeratelike rock occurs made up of quartzite pebbles, derived from the
conglomerate,
embedded in a matrix of serpentine.
In this
extremely interesting locality, as well as a short distance north
of Kilgeever Hill near Louisburgh,
the serpentine may be seen
associated with epidiorite. All the circumstances named as occurring here, as well as those in Glare Island, are suggestive of the
conclusion that the serpentine
is the metamorphosed
representative of a former ~
n eridotite, which invaded the sandstones
and conglomerates
now forming the north side of the Croagh
Patrick range.
J. R. K.
ROCKS

OF
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This important band of fracture across the island possesses many of
the characters of a mineral lode, and has been the scene of successive
intrusions of igneous matter, and no doubt of the liberation of gases
from below. Seeing that it affects Carboniferous strata, and that its rocks
are unlike those associated with Cainozoic activity in Ireland, its latest
movements were probably connected with the Hercynian (Armorican)
folding of the district.
The serpentme which has intruded along this line
resembles, as Mr. Kilroe points out, that of the north face of the Croagh
Patrick range, which is certainly pre-Carboniferous.
At Slishwood on
Lough Gill in Co. Sligo, cutting the north-eastern end of the Ox Mountain
axis, a well known dyke of serpentine occurs, which has not been affected
by the Caledonian folding of the range, but which is probably older than
the basal Carboniferous series of the locality.
Both this rock and the
serpentines of Glare Island and Croagh Patrick are, then, in all probability,
of early Devonian age.
The steepness of the north side of Knocknaveen is clearly due to weathering down the zone of fracture. (Plate IV.) Half a mile west of the harbour, on the border of Lecarrow and Fawnglass, a banded grey and brownish
dolomite appears along the hollow, containing a fair amount of calcite.
Whatever the origin of the banded structure may be, the crystals under
the microscope show no signs of shearing ; .they have evidently developed
along parallel surfaces, as so often happens in a mineral vein.
A dark
brown to black mineral is scattered through the dolomite.
Under the
microscope this shows sections of crystal faces, and is dark yellow-brown
and isotropic.
It is anterior to the dolomite, which has crystallised
round it and has penetrated into some of the crystals that have become fractured.
The mineral has a distinct cleavage in more than one direction.
Mr. W. D. Haigh has separated enough of it for testing.
Its specific

*
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gravity is over 3.0, and it proves, as its microscopic characters suggested,
to be a chromium spinelloid, close to chromite.
The dolomite mass along Knocknrtveen becomes partly silicified in
places, through the introduction of veins of chalcedony.
The secondary origin of this dolomite rock is further suggested by the
occurrence in Lecarrow, farther west on the same line, but higher on the
slope of Knocknaveen, of a greatly altered biotite-lamprophyre, which
is penetrated throughout by calcite and dolomite.
The original felspar
has almost disappeared, and the ground between the brown decomposing
mica is occupied by carbonates and chlorite.
This rock is divided from
the dolomite, which lies lower down the slope, by a band of the main
Knockmore sandstone through which the fault-zone has been broken.
Copper pyrites and malachite indicate further mineralisation along the
zone, both here and at other points, and Mr. W. J. Lyons, of the Royal College
of Science for Ireland, informs us that pebbles of pyrite (cubic iron pyrites)
occur on the beach of Alnamarnagh, half a mile north of the emergence
of the fault-zone on the Knockmore coast.
Mr. Lyons has given us one
of these coarsely crystalline nodules of pyrite 8 cm. in diameter.
A little higher up the slope of Knocknaveen, above the biotite-lamprophyre, there is an outcrop of more compact biotite aphanite, and still
higher an altered olivine basalt, with vesicles filled by calcite, appears
for a short distance.
Due north of Knocknaveen, the dolomite is distinctly banded, and
shows under the microscope strings of chalcedony, indicating the beginning
of silicification. A striking bluff is formed by the igneous rocks at this
point, rising above the valley in a wall-like mass. A much altered biotitelamprophyre, permeated by calcite and dolomite, occurs here, and is probably part of the same mass that is exposed farther to the east.
Just across the Dorree straamlet, going westward, this process of silicification has extended much farther through the dolomite.
The altered
dolomite is in parts dark grey and almost flinty ; but the mass is traversed
by subsequent brown dolomite veins. Under the microscope, a translucent brown spinellid appears, like that associated with the dolomite
to the ertst. The rock is traversed and penetrated by a glassy micaandesits, which is now palagonitic, and which includes abundant rhombohedral crystals of dolomite.
Here, then, we find that igneous intrusions
went on after the deposition of the dolomite-rock.
The main igneous rock at the steep exposure called Scalpatruce, in the
west of Lecarrow, mentioned above by Mr. Kilroe, and originally described
as a hornblende diallage rock, is e, greatly altered grey dolerite, with biotite,
pale green amphibole, and pseudomorphs after olivine; the last are dark
in hand-specimens, but contain a good deal of dolomite. The rock
varies considerably from point to point, one more compact variety containing specks of dolomite in the groundwork between scarcely altered
The occurrence of so much dolomite associated with the
rods of felspar.
decay of a basic igneous rock gives a clue to the origin of the main masses
of dolomite along this zone, which we are led to regard es comparable with
the infilling of a mineral vein, and derived from masses of magnesian silics,tes
lying at a lower level.
Still farther west, as we rise towards the edge of the Knockmore cliffs,
green serpentine predominates e,long the zone of intrusion, with 8 brecciated
structure in places, and numerous intersecting veins of glancing chrysotile.
This serpentine includes fragments of dolomite, which appear plentiful
in microscopic sections. It was intruded 8s an olivine-rock containing
chromite, along a fissure in which dolomite WELS
already present, and the
dolomite cannot be ascribed to the alteration of this particular peridotite
The occurrence of chromite in the dolomite, here and at other
in situ.
points (see p. ,15), suggests that its constituents were carried up in the
same solvents that deposited the crystalline dolomite.
Were visitors frequent in the island, ornaments and fancy srticles might
be made from the western serpentine, as is done at Lizard Head in
Cornwall.
G. A. J. C.
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The principal faults in the island have already been mentioned,
but more or less incidentally.
The two main lines which traverse
the southern part and join towards the west have associated
subsidiary ones, such as the small transverse breaks to be seen
A fault which runs west by south from the
near Porttarriff.
harbour strand, and brings Old Red Sandstone down against
the Knockmore
Series, also seems to coalesce with one of the
two main lines above mentioned ; while a branch of the W.S.W.
harbour fault strikes westward along the steep southern slope
of Knocknaveen,
and accounts for the sudden change of strike
in the beds a mile west by south of the harbour.
This break
may also be accountable
for the sudden reversal of dips in
Strake, which has already been mentioned.
Lacking
more
positive evidence, however, the fault in question is not continued
further on the map.
Reference has also been made in the earlier part of this Memoir
to the important question raised by the northern downthrow
which the displacement of the Carboniferous boundaries renders
manifest along the great zone of dislocation
traversing the
northern part of the island from east to west.
To the west of
the Carboniferous outcrop, and on the downthrow side, (( Lower
Silurian ” strata occur, against (‘ Upper Silurian ” on the other
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It is improbable
that the downthrow
has
side of the fault.
here shifted to the southern
side.
The newer rocks-of
‘I Upper Silurian ” age- dip away from the fault-line on the
south side at angles varying from 40" to 60" ; and the older
rocks, well seen in the almost entirely visible series midway
between the two coast lines, east and west, are set vertically
for 57’0 yards from the fault, northward, after which the beds
dip in a northerly direction at about 75”.
The section through
this part of the island is shown in the northern part of the
lower section in Fig. 1.
The anomaly presented of older rocks having been brought
&own against newer ones calls for explanation,
and the relations
of the rocks suggest the following conclusions :1. That intense crushing and dislocation of the strata along
the now ordinarily faulted zone took place in pre-Carboniferous
times.
2. That the intrusion of igneous rock, andesitic basalt and
serpentine, whether as an irregular dyke or sill, indicates a
zone of weakness in the crust along the narrow region of intrusion in those times.
3. That an upthrust from the north took place along that
zone corresponding
to an overthrust which probably brought
about an inversion of the strata in Croagh Patrick, of postWenlock and probably
early. Old Red Sandstone date (Caledonian earth-movements).
4. That the planes of thrusting in the north and south of the
island-not
only all tending to coalesce eastward, but taking
the same general direction as that of the corresponding
plane
or planes of Croagh Patrick -are probably bifurcating branches
of the latter.
5. That the upthrusting
of the serpentinous band at Portruckagh between “ Silurian ” Slate and Old Red Sandstone beds
definitely fixes the date of these important movements, on the
one hand, as later than the deposition of the local Lower Old
Red Sandstone rocks, and on the other, as prior to the Upper
Old Red Strata of the island.
6. That a period of denudation followed the epoch of thrusting, during which the larger features of the island were formed,
while Upper Old Red Sandstone and Carboniferous strata were
deposited
on the shelving shores of bays, here and on the
mainland.
7. That an epoch of ordinary faulting supervened, probably
connected with the Armorican or Hercynian movements, bringing the strata just mentioned down on the north against the
older rocks of Knocknaveen
; and, finally,
8. That a comparison
of the structure of Croagh Patrick
with that of Clare Island, as represented in the sections here
given, tends to corroborate
the explanation
offered for both
regions (see Fig. I).
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-GLACIATION
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DISTRICT.

A glance at the accompanying
drift-map of Clare Island will
show that about two-thirds
of the entire area of the district
are covered with loose superficial
deposits.
These latter are
mainly composed of fragmental rock-material
of local or foreign
origin, but they also include several accumulations
of peat.
While most of the boulders found in the drifts of this area can
be matched with one or other of the fundamental
rocks of the
island, a considerable
proportion
of them are from sources
beyond its limits, and show by their ice-worn and scratched
surfaces that they have been borne from a distance.
Before dealing with the drifts of the island in detail and
enquiring into their origin, it is well to consider briefly the prob-”
able glacial conditions
which prevailed in Ireland during the
Great Ice Age.
Evidence
is abundant
throughout
the country that, at the
time when the great ice-cap covered Northern Europe and extended southwards
over the Continent
to the 50th parallel
N.Lat.,
Ireland
was deeply buried beneath
a mass of ice.
While the principal gathering ground for the snow which fed
the huge mar de glace of Northern Europe was the great Scandinavian
plateau, the latter was not the only area of supply.
Other centres of precipitation
in the path of the ice-sheet were
laid under
contribution.
Thus the Highlands
of Scotland
maintained
a snow-field which yielded a considerable
mass of
material to the general glaciation, and an Irish snow-field occupying an axis running north-.east and south-west,
and extending
right across the country to the south of the Ox Mountain range
contributed
likewise to the prevailing
mer de glace.
The ice
which streamed
outwards from the Scottish
ice-shed became
confluent with the Irish ice and with that portion of the great
Scandinavian
glacier
that flowed south-westward
into
the
basin of the North Sea.
Before the Irish ice had reached its
maximum development,
Ireland was invaded in the north-east
by the Scottish ice, which streamed in through the North Channel,
bringing with it several varieties of Scottish boulders and scoring
and polishing the rocks of the Antrim coast.
Confirmatory
evidence of the latter ice-movement
has been collected by the
officers of the Geological Survey of Ireland who worked in the
The evidence includes numerous striae pointing
Antrim area.
landwards
in a south-westerly
direction
and the transport
westward of numerous erratics, such as those of the columnar
basalt of Fair Head.
Chalk boulders have likewise been found
3
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in Carnlough Glen west of Glenarm resting on basalt one mile
within the boundary of the latter.*
Amongst other travelled
rocks, erratics of the unique riebeckite-eurite
of Ailsa Craig
have been picked up west of Mullaghlass ridge and on the northern
slope of White Mountain,_F and again by Mr. Kilroe at Brookmount and Maze, south of Lough Neagh.
The Scottish ice was, however, unable to extend far into the
country,
and it probably
never reached the western
coast.
The increasing accumulations
of snow in the central Irish snowfield soon produced ice’sufficiently
massive to arrest the progress
of the Scottish
glacier and to deflect it westwards
into the
Atlantic and southwards into the Irish Sea.
The ice, then, which
overwhelmed
Clare Island
during the period of maximum
glaciation, while continuous with the Scottish and Scandinavian
glaciers,
was contributed
by a comparatively
local ice-field
situated not very far away from the island on the mainland.
The materials of the drifts of this region themselves bear testimony to their local origin.
No erratics have beenfoundin
them
that could not be matched from the rock in situ somewhere in
the environs of Clew Bay.
The absence of all traces of foreign
material which might reasonably
be expected in the trail of a
great invading ice-sheet from Scotland or Scandinavia
is at least
strong negative evidence that the ice originated at comparatively
local centres.
It has been fbund in fact that the glacial deposits
of Clare Island have been carried thither by two successive
ice-streams of local brigin which invaded the island from different
directions,
and, although
the materials
carried in these icecurrents resembled each other in the main, they still differed
as regards certain
of their ingredients.
That the principal
glaciation of the island was from the east is sufficiently indicated
by the direction of the striations,
the grooving and polishing of
the rocks along the southern
shore, the ice-moulded
surfaces
of the roches moutonntes which are common
throughout
the
area, and the orientation
of the strikingly conspicuous drumlin
mound to the south-east
of Knocknaveen.
The trend of this
glacial stream oscillated slightly from point to point, probably
on account of differential movement set up in the ice by obstructing rock barriers ; but the general direction of its movement
was seawards 10' to 15Osouth of west.
To this glacier too are
attributable
the drift deposits at the head of Clew Bay, consisting
mainly of numerous drumlin mounds all oriented in the prevalent
line of the ice-stream.
(See sketch-map,
Fig. 2.)
These hog-backed
drift hummocks
may be conveniently
studied in the sections along the road and railway from Westport to Newport, and in the splendid cliff sections on the seaward
side of the numerous islands in the east of Clew Bay.
As all
this district is thickly covered with drift, there is little opportunity for observing the direction of the glacial stria.
However,
in a flat beside the road near Rossow Bridge, about two miles
* J. R. Kilroe, Quart. Jour. Geol. Sot. Vol. XLIV. p. 829.
+ Geol. SLUT. Ireland, Mem. of the Belfast District, p. 95.
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south of Newport, the officers of the Survey found recently a
small exposure of limestone with excellent east and west striations,
and north of Newport Bay strk in the same direction are indicated in the published one-inch map of the Geological Survey.
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//

Drumiins.

Figa 2.-Map
showing direction of ice-movements and orientation of
drumlins in West Connaught, including the observations of Messrs. Kinahan
and Close and of the Geological Survey,

At a later stage in the history of this region, when the ice
coming from the central snow-field diminished in mass, the
country round Clew Bay was invaded by a local district glacier
fed by a snow-field situated in the mountainous district west
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Lough Corrib, with probably, as suggested by Kinahan and
Close,* the mountains on either side of the pass of Maum Con
and the Twelve Bens as centre. From this ice-shed (see sketchmap, Fig. 2) a great glacier flowed north-westward into Clew
Bay, overwhelming the greater part, at least, of Clare Island
in its course, submerging the hill of Knocknaveen, but possibly
not overtopping the mountain of Knockmore.
Another portion
of the ice descending from the northern side of the ice-shed flowed
northward over the low ground into Killala Bay. In confirmation
of the foregoing theory of the glaciation of this region, an examination of_the drift on the southern shore of Clew Bay will show that
On the
the deposit consists of two types of boulder-clay.
shore of the bay directly north of Louisburgh, a thirty-foot
section of drift may be seen which clearly illustrates this twofold
character of the deposit. The lower part of this section consists
of blue-grey boulder-clay rich in scratched limestone and serpenThis
tine boulders which must have come from the east.
lower boulder-clay, forming the main mass of the drift, is overlain by an upper or newer boulder-clay of a brown iron-rust
colour, containing grey granite erratics from Corvockbrack, but
not containing limestone. The material of the latter drift is
much coarser than that of the former and consists largely of sandstone rock detritus. A similar description applies to an 80 foot
section of drift on the shore of the bay west of Carrowmore.
This cliff also exhibits along most of its length, especially on its
eastern side, a marked difference in colour and composition between the materials of its upper and lower layers, and it is interesting to note that half-way up the cliff there occurs a 10 foot
band of stratified sand and gravel which at the western end of
the cliff dips almost to sea-level. At this end, too, the deposit
is particularly rich in granite boulders from Corvockbrack.
A 40 foot cliff section of drift at Roonah Quay, four miles west of
Louisburgh, is similarly suggestive of an upper and lower
boulder-clay. The 80 foot sectioh on the shore at Old Head, on
the other hand, does not show the same distributionof material
as is found in the cliff sections already described, although it also
is probably made up of debris contributed by both glaciers.
The basal portion of the deposit contains scratched limestone
boulders as before, and here the matrix is finely laminated in
places, as frequently happens in the lower boulder-clay formation, but serpentine boulders are very prevalent and fairly uniformly distributed throughout the entire section. Here the
limestone, as in the other cases, must have come from the east,
but much of the serpentine must have come in the southern ice
from the serpentine band running parallel to the shore north of
Kilgeever Hill. Owing to the relative geographical positions
of Old Head and Corvockbrack, granite boulders from the latter
mass coming in the southern glacier would not touch the shore
of Clew Bay as far east as the former locality, and consequently
* “ The General Glacietion of Iar-Connaught and its Neighbourhood in the
Counties of Galway and Mayo ” (1872), p, 12.
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no grey granite erratics have been found in the drift of the

Old Head section.
The islands in the east of Clew Bay, which consist of drumlin
mounds with their western ends deeply cut into by the sea,
present excellent sections for the study of the drift of this
neighbourhood. In the great cliff of the island of Dorinish More,
which shows a magnificent section of boulder-clay about 100
feet in height, no essential difference can be noticed between
the top boulder-clay and that lower down.
The erratics seen
in this section are principally scratched limestones with a small
proportion of boulders of grit, red granite, schist, etc.
At
Dorinish Beg a 60 foot cliff section of boulder-clay is to be seen
with the same uniformity of material throughout, except that
three or four feet of the deposit at the surface appear to have
weathered to a lighter colour than the rest of the drift below.
The boulder-clay of the western cliff section at Inishlyre, which
is 40 feet in height, is similar in type to that of Dorinish More
and Dorinish Beg, and the material at the base of the cliff is
finely laminated like the lower boulder-clay of Old Head.
All the drift in these islands appears to have been laid down
from the eastern glacier, and there is nothing on the ground
at the head of Clew Bay to indicate that the southern ice from the
Iar-Connaught snow-field passed northwards, as it must have
done, over the district lying round Westport and Newport.
In addition to the uniformity of the drift material of this area,
the trend of the drumlin ridges is in the path of the glacier
They show no signs of having
that moved towards the west.
been disturbed by a subsequent northerly ice-flow, but farther
east in the Castlebar district the drumlin ridges have their long
axes pointed north and south, at right angles to those at the
head of Clew Bay (see Fig 2).
Mr. Kilroe* suggests, as an explanation of this phenomenon, that the Croagh Patrick mountain
range shielded the Westport region from the ploughing action
of the southern ice, while, farther to the east in the open plain,
the boulder-clay already deposited, being fully exposed to the
action of the later glacier, was swept northwards by it and was
replaced, as in the Castlebar area, by drumlin ridges whose
axes are oriented in a direction a little to the east of north. In’ stead of this more obvious explanation, Kinahan and Closet
express the opinion that the ice moved landwards over the site
of Newport, “ notwithstanding a little difficulty about the
boulder-clay stones of that vicinity,” while at the same time the
This
ice a little farther south moved seawards into Clew Bay.
latter part of the ice-current they believed to be a deflecton of
the glacier from the south, which curved round on the lee side
of the Croagh Patrick range of hills, but, farther north, encountering another barrier at the other side of the bay, was compelled
again to flow north-eastwards to join the other portion of the
* “ Soil Geology of Ireland,” p. 143.
t “ The General Glaciation of &r-Connaught
Counties of Galway and‘Mayo,” p, 13,
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southern stream which moved northwards
over the Castlebar
district into Killala Bay.
There is no doubt that
in Western
Connaught
the ice
attained
considerable
dimensions.
Even the southern glacier,
which was the smaller of the two that swept over this region,
was of sufficient
magnitude
to overtop the granite mass of
Corvockbrack,
1,287feet above the sea, situated to the south of
Clew Bay, and to bury the hill of Knocknaveen
in Clare Island,
as shown by the granite erratics, which have been found practiCampbell*, Kinahan, and Close have shown
cally at its summit.
that the ice in Iar-Connaught
attained a thickness sufficient to
bury the tops of some of the highest mountains of the district.
For example, the first-mentioned
observer described marks of
glaciation as occurring on the top of Shannaunnafeola,
a peak
of one of the Maum Mountains,
2,012 feet above the level of
the sea, and Kinahan
made a similar observation
with regard
to the summit of Bengower, one of the Twelve Bens, which rises
2,184feet above datum.
The great thickness of the drift deposits of this region, sometimes 100 feet in depth, is further proof
of the enormous mass of ice which must have moved over the
district when arctic conditions prevailed in the Irish area.
The great bulk of the drift which encumbers
Clare Island
must have been carried thither in the ice-stream
which moved
westward from the great central snow-field.
How much of it has
been borne in the southern ice it is impossible to say, since a large
part of the deposit, judging from the material of which it is composed, might have come either from the east or the south.
It is
significant,
however, that the upper boulder-clay
is completely
free from limestone erratics, which form such a conspicuous constituent of the eastern drift; but at the same time it must be
confessed
that there is also an absence from the drifts of the
northern
half of the island of the distinctive
boulders of the
southern stream, viz., serpentine from Croagh Patrick and granite
It can only be said with certainty that the
from Corvockbrack.
southern ice contributed
material
to the drifts of the island
south of a line drawn round the north of Knocknaveen,
and
extending up the southern side of Knockmore
as far as the 450
foot contour line.
The upper boulder-clay
to the north of this
line may have been laid down from the southern ice-sheet or may
consist of the englacial material
of the great glacier from the
east.
DETAILED

DESCRIPTION

OF
CLARE

THE

SUPERFICIAL

DEPOSITS

OF

ISLAND.

About one-third of the entire surface of Clare Island consists
of “ bare ” rock.
In this area, however, there is actually visible
only a comparatively
small extent of rock surface, which appears
principally
on the south-west and north-west
coasts, and here
and there throughout the island, as in the hills of Knockmore
*“

Frost and Fire ” (1865),

Vol.

ii.,

pp.

30-34.

.
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and Knocknaveen.
The remainder of the surface mapped as
bare rock is covered with local rubble, hill-wash, thin peat or
very thin drift.
The superficial deposits which overlie the solid
rocks of the rest of the island are mainly of glacial origin, and
consist of drifts which have undergone no very great re-assorting
of their materials since they were first laid down in their present
situations
from the ice.
At various places small patches
of
peat and peaty alluvium cover the surface, and, skirting the
$Owenmore stream for part of its course, small flats of river
alluvium occur.
Wind-borne
deposits are to be seen on the
,surface of the ground behind the cliffs in the north-west
of the
island, and on the coast in a strip of land immediately
west of
the strand near the harbour.

EVIDENCE OF GLACIATION.
At frequent
intervals
throughout
the island there are local
indications
of a great ice-sheet having passed over the district.
Wherever
the solid rock is exposed, roches moutondes
are of
common occurrence,
having their eastern sides glaciated,
and
often showing well rounded features,
while to the west they
present rough unsculptured
faces.
The inference to be drawn
from such modifications
of the original rock surfaces is that a
great mass of ice passed over theground
in a westerly direction,
grinding and moulding the rocks into these rounded hummocks,
which, however, in this district form but minor features of the
landscape.
Further,
the roches moutonntes occur at great
elevations,
giving direct proof that the ice-sheet here attained
considerable
proportions.
For example,
to the north of the
island,
at Ballytoohy
Beg , glaciated
rock surfaces may be
*observed above the 200 foot contour, and near the coast to the
south of the lighthouse
at a height of 400 feet above datum.
At the signal tower to the west of the island, ice-worn rocks
are exposed at an elevation
of 470 feet above sea-level,
and
similarly on Knocknaveen
at the 600 foot contour line..
Along the southern coast up to the 100 foot contour, as at
*Ooghaniska (Pl. V., fig. B). the rocks are particularly
well
grooved and polished, and in this area, too, numerous ice-striae
have been observed in the hard fine-grained rocks which are so
well adapted for preserving these evidences of glaciation.
The
principal groovings and striations
of this area are in a direction
a little to the south of west ; they are the markings attributable
to the greater glacier which came from the central
ice-field
during the period in which the lower boulder-clay
was formed.
Good examples
of these stria may be seen at various points
along that coast, as in the following localities :-Craigmore
W.
' 5"-15' S., Ooghvunanal
W. 10' S., Portacoolia
W. 30" S.,
Portnakilly
W. 15' S., Oomeenakinkeel
W. 15'S.,and Ooghnamaddy W.-E.
Farther inland, on a glaciated
rock-surface
on
the shoulder of Knocknaveen,
a little to the west of the presbytery, there are well-marked
striae W. 10" S. as high as the PO0
foot contour line.

.

The local oscillations of the ice-stream about the general
trend of the current, as indicated by the directions of the stri=
just given, are doubtless due to the obstructions offered to the
glacier by the inequahties of the rock-floor over which the ice
moved.
At certain points of the island, two sets of striaeare observable
These sometimes
crossing each other at a fairly wide angle.
occur on the same rock-surface, as at Portacoolia, or at places
The cross striae, representquite contiguous, as at Ooghcappul.
ing a second ice-movement, run in a direction 30'to 35'north of
Amongst other localities in
west, and are also well marked.
which the latter striations appear is Doon Cloak, south-west of
the harbour. All the rock-scorings in this general direction are
attributable to the district glacier which invaded the island
from the south-east, and to the latter ice-sheet also belong the
striz at Ooghcorragaun found by the officers of the Geological
Survey when making the original survey of the island.
The cross striae on the shoulder of Knocknaveen pointing
N. 10' W. were produced by the same glacier where it was
deflected northward by the mass of the hill. A third set of striae
directed S. 15'W., for which there is no obvious explanation,
Addimay be seen on a glaciated rock-surface at Portacoolia.
tional evidence of the glaciation of the island is afforded by the
erratics which are so widely distributed over the surface and
through the drifts of the area. Amongst these erratics there are
two varieties which are very distinctive, inasmuch as they are
unlike any of the local rocks- one is a granite which is identical
with that of the mass of Corvockbrack (p. 32),and the other a limestone which resembles the Carboniferous limestone to the east of
Clew Bay.
Boulders of the former are fairly common on the
surface of the ground on the south-east of the island, and the
latter rock is a characteristic constituent of the lower boulderclay. On ascending the hill of Knockmore, along the course
911 of the Owenmore stream, several bouIders of granite are encountered at the 300 foot contour line ; one of these blocks weighs
about a ton and another about half a ton, and higher up in the
same stream-course, at about the 450 foot contour, a granite
boulder weighing 7 or 8 cwt. may be seen. Granite boulders
have also been found on the top of Knocknaveen at an elevation
of 650 feet above datum, and at several other places in the southeast of the island. Scratched limestone boulders are abundant
in the drift of the cliffs of the north-east coast, and are also found,
but in smaller quantities, in the drift of the southern coast.
TO the north of ,Rouanbeg they occur in the boulder-clay at an
elevation of 275feet above datum. In the boulder-clay sections .
in the south-east of the island scratched serpentine erratics,
identical with the Croagh Patrick rock, are common at several
places from Doon Cloak to Kilbeg.
In addition to the erratics already mentioned, perched blocks
of various kinds, foreign to the underlying strata, but still
probably belonging to the island, have been found at several
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localities. Thus on the slopes of Knockmore, almost at its very
summit, there is an abundant distribution of red sandstone
conglomerate boulders, some of which weigh as much as a ton.

BOULDER-CLAY.
A large proportion of the surface of the island, chiefly on its
This
south and north-east margins, consists of boulder-clay.
deposit attains considerable
thickness,
especially on the
northern coast, where splendid perpendicular cliffs of boulderclay have been cut into by the sea. Thus at Ooghmacnamara
and Leckascannalmore sections of more than 40 feet of boulderclay may be seen, and at Leckaprison a section of more than
70 feet of this drift is exposed. Round the eastern and southern
coasts sections of till occur almost everywhere, varying in depth
from about 25 feet a little to the south of Carrignaportaun to
a couple of feet at Ooghadillis.
The difference in character between the materials of the upper and lower portions
of the sections on the northern shore may be detected by the
most casual observer.
The underlying part of the deposit
contains scratched limestone erratics and is composed of comparatively fine material, rather compact in texture, and of a
dark grey colour, while the upper layers of the till are distinguishable by the absence of limestone, by the greater size and angularity of the boulders, by the looseness of texture, and by the
reddish colour due to the higher oxidation of the iron compounds.
The bulk of the latter deposit consists of sandstones of various
kinds, some of which bear marked evidences of glaciation.
In the northern cliff -sections the loiver or limestone boulder-clay
varies in thickness from about ten feet to the west of Alnahaskilla to nearly 30 feet at Ooghmacnamara.
Limestone boulderclay is also visible on the shore to the south of Knocknaveen,
and it crops out likewise in the low ground north-west of the
abbey in the townland of Strake.
Most of the ground to the
north-east of Knocknaveen is covered with upper boulder-clay
resting, at least at its seaward margin, on the limestone till (PI. I.).
The surface here is rough and hummocky and plentifully strewn
with more or less angular sandstone boulders, while the hollows
between the hummocks are often occupied by peat or peaty
alluvium.
At Maum, on the road leading from the harbour
to the lighthouse, a good 10 foot section through one of these
mounds shows that they are formed from upper boulder-clay,
although in a few cases there is reason to suspect a rock-core
round which the drift has accumulated. It is interesting to note
that the billowy form of this ground is not a denudation phenomenon, but that the surface presents the same features as when
the drifts were first deposited from the ice. This fact is inferred
from the study of some sections of the drift-knolls, which may
be seen to consist of rudely stratified material arranged in
anticlinal folds parallel to the present surface of the ground.
This condition may be conveniently studied in a 5 foot section
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on the road leading from the harbour to the lighthouse half
a mile north of the former locality.
The surface feature of the ground south of the road near the
harbour is strongly suggestive of a drumlin mound. The
prominent hog-backed hill in this locality, however, consists of a
rock projection, round. which a thin covering of boulder-clay
has been moulded by the ice, without concealing the rock near
its summit and on its southern slope. A genuine drumlin forms
a conspicuous object in the landscape at Rooaunbeg to the southwest of Knocknaveen.
This mound is made of limestone
boulder-clay, as is shown by the fine 10 and 15 foot sections
which the Owenmore stream has cut in its northern side. The
boulder clay to the south-west of Knockmore is extremely coarse
and morainic in character, consisting almost entirely of angular
sandstone fragments, which would suggest that it is of superglacial origin.
In the sandy boulder-clay of the coast section
south of Ooghcorragaun small fragments of shells were found
by Mr. J. De W. Hinch, but these were of too cornminuted a
character to be identified with any degree of certainty.

MODIFIED BOULDER-CLAY.
Between the outcrop of the boulder-clay deposit which rests
on the low rock platform fringing the northern, eastern and
southern shores of the island, and the higher ground, a zone of
drift occurs which is a commingling of the boulder-clay and
local detritus or slipped material from the hills. This modified
drift is extensively developed at Ballytoohybeg,
whence it
extends northwards into Ballytoohymore along the margin of
the outcrop of the boulder-clay.
The deposit also partly
surrounds the mass of Knocknaveen, and occupies small areas
to the south-east and south-west of Knockmore.

LOCAL DRIFT.
w

Occupying a central position on the island between Knockmore
and Knocknaveen,
and running north-east and south-west,
is a large area of hummocky ground, which is overlain by a
shallow covering of morainic material derived from the local
rocks.
This deposit, which clothes the rough projections of
the rock-floor, rarely shows any of the usual characters of glacial
material; it is often very thin, but is usually about 3 or 4 feet
in thickness, and in a couple of places it attains a depth of
12 or 15 feet. The foot-hills to the south-west of Knockmore
are likewise covered with a similar material.

MORAINES.
Lying near the extreme south-west of the island at Loughaunaphuca is a series of small curved parallel ridges which
The lakelet is now drained
once banked up an ancient lakelet.
almost dry by a small stream which runs westward into the sea
close by. These ridges represent the successive stages of retreat
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of a shrunken valley glacier, possibly a remnant of the fading
Farther north to the east of the
eastern ice-sheet (Pl. V., fig. A).
signal tower is another small terminal moraine of a local glacier.
This latter moraine also once banked up an ancient
lakelet
now represented
by a heart-shaped
deposit of alluvium.
i3ZOLIA.N DEPOSITS.

Along the north-western
coast of the island from Knockmore
to the lighthouse, occur thin stratified deposits of fine material
blown in by the prevailing
western winds from the cliff-faces
and distributed
more or less uniformly
for a considerable
disThe soil formed
tance inland over the surface of the ground.
by this cliff debris is frequently
modified
by hill-wash,
local
rubble, or peat.
In the south-east
of the island near the harbour, occupying a narrow strip of land to the west of the strand,
there is a small and unimportant
deposit of blown sand extending
frorn the pound to the village beside the harbour.
STORM-BEACH.

A conspicuous storm-beach
occurs at the
forming the spit of Kinnacorra.
is composed of large well-rounded shingle, is
and bounds on two sides a small triangular
is the only representative
of its kind in the
of the island,

PEAT

AND

most easterly point
The beach, which
V-shaped in outline
salt-marsh,
which
district.

ALLUVIUM.

In this area both the high-level and low-level types of bog
are represented.
The latter of these types sometimes contains
the dead roots and stems of fir-trees that must have flourished
at a former period in the recent geological history of this region,
but which cannot grow on the island under existing climatic
conditions,
Various
small bogs occur in the deep narrow
mountain
valleys to the north-west
of Ballytoohybeg
and consist of good
Part of the summit of
black peat at least 3 or 4 feet in depth.
Knockmore,
and indeed most of’the mountain area of this district, are also covered with a thin peat deposit, which, however,
is being rapidly cut and removed for fuel or denuded away by
atmospheric
agents.
In the lower ground, in the hollows between the hummocks
of drift, patches of peat or peaty alluvium of inconsiderable
area
are to be met with at various places throughout
the island.
The largest and most important of these is situated in the townland of Maum, and was a swampy hollow which has recently
been drained and converted
into agricultural
land.
In the
extreme west of the island are three small outcrops of peat and
alluvium in hollows once occupied by ancient lakelets, but now
drained by a small mountain stream which discharges its waters
into the sea a little to the north of Kinatevdilla.

a
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The area occupied by river alluvium is very limited, this
deposit being confined to some insignificant patches along the
course of the Owenmore stream where it flows westward north
of Rooaunbeg.
PROBABLE

POST-ULACIAL
ISLAND

*

LAND-CONNECTION
AND

BETWEEN

CLARE

THE’ MAINLAND.

Whether this region varied from its present level during or
at the close of the Glacial Period we have no local evidence to
assist us in determining.
It is certain, however, that elsewhere
in Northern Europe towards the end of the Glacial Epoch considerable oscillations of the relative levels of sea and land must
have taken place.
But, assuming that at the end of glacial
times the land round Clew Bay stood at its present level, it is
highly probable that the boulder-clay that was left after the dissolution of the ice was sufficient to fill up at least the shallower
portion of the bay and to convert it into dry land. In support
of this contention, at various places round Clew Bay, both on the
island and on the mainland, great accumulations of drift occur
which at present are being rapidIy cut into by the sea, and which in
the past undoubtedly extended far seawards. Cliffs of boulderclay close on 100 feet in height are common on the coast in the
Louisburgh area, and in Clare Island itself, especially on the
north-east coast, cliff-sections of this material not much less in
height may be observed. The boulder-clay cliffs of the Corraun
Peninsula on the north shore of Clew Bay and those of the islands
to the east, some of which show sections of drift 100 feet
thick, all bear testimony to the vast accumulations of glacial
material which must have once encumbered the Clew Bay basin.
As the soundings show, the channel between the mainland
north-west of Louisburgh and Clare Island is very shallow,
having an extreme depth of less than 60 feet, and, as the drifts
were much more likely to attain their maximum development
in the trough of the sea-valley which forms this channel, it is
very probable that the accumulation of boulder-clay left on the
disappearance of the ice was sufficient to fill this depression and
to bridge the narrow strait which separates the island from the
mainland. By the incessant action of the sea, this great deposit
of drift has since been for the most part eroded, but the wasting
process may still be seen in progress at the various cliff -sections of
the shore, and especially in the deposits which form the islands
in the eastern side of the bay.
In addition to the probability of a connection between the
island and the mainland by means of a boulder-clay land-bridge,
there is reason to believe that at a later period this region was
involved in a general movement of the earth’s crust which resulted in the uplifting of the floor of Clew Bay into dry land.
After the period of subsidence in the Scandinavian area during
which the Yoldia Sea was formed, further crustal movements
took place in Northern Europe. The land slowly emerged again ;
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the floors of the Cattegat and Belts became elevated into dry
land, and the Baltic area was converted into a great fresh-water
This elevation
lake generally known as the Ancylus Lake.
appears to have been general throughout a wide European area,
and here and there on the land surface thus recovered from the
Moreover, when a
sea peat-mosses and forests flourished.
subsequent crustal movement brought down the land again to
about its present level, these bogs and forests became submerged.
Submarine bogs and forests of this date have been found in many
places fringing the existing coast-lines of Northern Europe.
Thus in the Baltic area itself, at Falsterbo, a peat deposit with
Suboaks and hazels has been found at a depth of 100 feet.
merged peat and submerged kitchen-middens with neolithic
remains have been found on the western coast of Denmark,*
and at several points round the coasts of the British Islands
and the North of France similar indications of a recent subsidence are to be seen. From the positions in which peat in.
situ has been found round the coast of Britain, it is inferred
that the land stood at least 60 or 70 feet above its present level,
and probably very much more. The map of Ireland (Fig. a),
giving the localities at which submerged peat has been observed
round the coast, shows that this country, too, sank in recent times
That the depression took
considerably below its former level.
place at a period prior to the formation of the lowest raised beach
is proved by the succession seen on the shore near Portrush,
and again on the shore to the south-east of Wexford.
In these
localities submerged peat underlies marine deposits which are
now some feet above the level of high tide.
In the Donegal area patches of submerged peat occur in several
places round the coast, either wholly or in part below high water.
In Dawros Bay Mr. Hartet observed peat with roots of oak
and fir 12 to 14 feet below high water mark. Similarly, submerged
bogs are found at other localities in this district, as north of the
Gweebarra near Dooey Hill, and south of the Gweebarra
estuary at the Black Strand. Farther north, they occur on the
ocean side of Inishfree in Dungloe Bay, and along the coast at
Ballyness Bay near Falcarragh, Gortahorkj and Ards Point.$
On the shore of Belfast Lough at Kilroot,§ and on the opposite
side of the bay at Ballyholme, 11deposits of peat with roots
and stems of firs and other trees are visible at low water.
Near Belfast, during the excavations at the Alexandra Dock,
a layer of peat 18 inches thick and lying 27 feet below high water
mark was disclosed, and this deposit is covered with estuarine
* Nils Olof Hoist, “ Kvartiir-studier i Danmark och norra Tyksland,”
F&en. Forhandl., Bd. 26, p. 433 et seq.

Geol,

7 Journ. R. Geol. Sot. of Ireland, Vol. I., Part I., p. 26.
$ Geol. Surv. Mem. to accompany sheets 3, 4, 6, 10, 11, 16, 16, pp. 110-112.
5 R. Ll. Praeger, ” The Estuarine Clays of the N.E. of Ireland,” Proc. R.I.A.,
Third Series, Vol. II., p. 231.
11Geol. Surv. Mem. to accompany sheets 37, 38, 39, p. 43, and Mem. of
the country around Belfast (Drift Series), p. 110.

’
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clay. *
Mr. Praeger,
who described the section, is of opinion
that part of the latter deposit, judging from its fauna, is coeval
with the higher portions of the raised beaches round the heads
of Belfast and Strangford
Loughs.
Showing the Jocahties at which
SubmergedPeathasbeenfuund.

Peetwith rootsofo
fu%T.alrCRDelowH

ged peat w&h tree

roots 10 dia.

Poah below L.W IOft

Peat3to5feet
under mud lands

Fig. 3.

Farther south on the coast, two miles north of CastlebellingAt Bray,$
a
ham, a submarine
bog occurs at low water.?
similar bog contains tree-roots
ia situ,, and is described by Mr.
Praeger as dipping seawards under recent marine deposits.
Off the coast of Wexford several submarine bogs have been
observed,/] one of them being situated at the 4-fathom
line.
* R. Ll. Praeger, Proc. Belfast Field Club, 1886-87.

+ Mem.
$ R. Ll.
p. 155.
I]Mems.
201, 202, p.

to accompany sheets 81, 82, p, 33.
Praeger, “ A Submerged Pine-Forest,”
to accompany
27.

sheets

Irish Naturalist, Vol. V. (1896),

169, 170, 180, 181, pp. 15 and 34, and 194,
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At Clonea, near Dungarvan, there exists the remnant of a submarine pine-forest miles in extent and now covered with many
fathoms of water.* Submerged peat can be seen in the lagoon
at Tramore just above low water mark,? while off the coast
in this vicinity peat is said to occur about the fourth or fifth
fathom lines. At Ardmore, in County Waterford, a Crannog
or ancient lake-dwelling, described by Messrs Ussher and
KinahanJ occurs below high-water in peat which is obviously
This deposit rests on marly clay similar to that which
i?asitu.
underlies most of our low-level inland bogs. Various submarine
bogs are to be met with round the coast of Cork,$ but themost interesting is one that is only partly submerged, lying at
the back of Dunworley Bay.])
The surface of this deposit
is at about the level of high water, but, as proved by a boring,
it extends to a depth of more than 50 feet. This fact points to
a depression of the land here of more than that depth below its
former level.
At Reenagappul, in Valentia Harbour, an extensive bog is submerged in part at high tide, and from the position which the peat at present occupies it has been concluded that
the land here has gone down from a former level to the extent
of at least 25 feet.7 Farther north, in several localities along
the shores of Galway Bay,** peat sometimes more than 10 feet
in thickness, and with tree-roots irt situ, has been found subAnother deposit of a similar kind
merged below’ high water.
occurs below high water on the shore at Roundstone, and again
to the north-east of Rinvyle House, where it extends along the
sea-bottom to Crump Island.tt
On the mainland along the
margin of the strand this bog is covered with at least three feet
of modern sandy marine deposits. Finally, a partly submerged
peat-bog may be seen$$ to the north of Clew Bay in Achill Sound,
while beyond Achill, in Tullaghan Bay, a submerged forest occurs
below high water mark.@
The regularity with which submarine bogs are distributed
round the Irish coast is positive proof that Ireland as a whole
has gone down in recent times much below its former level.
The full extent of this depression is extremely hard to ascertain,
owing to the difficulty of tracing the peat deposits seawards.
That the depression was considerable is obvious from the boring
It is indeed highly probable
in the bog at Dunworley Bay.
that the subsidence was fairly uniform over the British Islands
as a whole, for we have similar occurrences of submarine peat
at frequent intervals round the coasts of Scotland, England, and
In the latter countries a recent depression of at least
Wales.
* Kinahan, “ Geology of Ireland,” p. 265.
t Ibid. p. 265.
t Proc. R.I.A., 2nd series, Vol. II. (1879), pp. 61-65.
3 Geol. Survey Memoirs.
1)Mem. to accompany sheets 194, 201, 202, p. 27.
11Mem. to accompany sheets 182, 183, 190, p. 33.
** Mem. to accompany sheets 104, 113, p. 69, and sheete 105, 114, p. 41.
tt Mem. to accompany sheet 83, p. 69.
$$ Mem. to accompany sheets 62, 73, p. 13
$0 Mem. to accompany sheets 63, 74, p. 1’7.
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or 70 feet is inferred from the present situation of these
deposits, and it is extremely probable that a like subsidence
took place in the Irish area.
With the west of Ireland standing
at this height above its present level, even if we disregard the
vast drift accumulations left by the ice in the Clew Bay basin,
Clare Island would have formed part of the mainland at the
period in which the peats and forests flourished, that are now
beneath the sea.
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CHAPTER

VI.

SOILS.
BY T. HALLISSY.

a

The agricultural land of Clare Island constitutes but a small
proportion of its total area, and is confined mainly to the
strip of land along the south-eastern and southern coasts between
the hills of Knocknaveen and Knockmore and the sea, and in
the north of the island to part of the townlands of Maum,
Ballytoohymore, and Ballytoohybeg.
The remainder of the
district is either agriculturally barren or suitable only for the
roughest grazing. It is interesting to note that the arable
area practically
coincides with the outcrops of the lower
boulder-clay, the deposit mapped as modified boulder-clay,
and the hollows of peaty alluvium, the soils of which have been
formed from peat and from the material washed out of the adjoining drifts. Most of the upper boulder-clay and the local drift
deposits are of a particularly barren description, and can
scarcely be said to support a pasture, even of the coarsest variety.
Previous to the advent of the Congested Districts Board and
the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for
Ireland, that is, before modern methods of agriculture had been
introduced amongst the islanders, the farming on the island was
of a very primitive kind, and even now some of the methods
The small extent
of cultivation are of a very crude description.
of the arable patches and the roughness of the ground make
tillage practicable only by spade labour, while the wind-swept
condition of the island and the poor quality of its soil limit the
cropping to a few of the hardiest of the ordinary farm crops.
Experience has shown that of the latter potatoes, rye, and oats
do best in this district ; but efforts are now being made, and
with some measure of success, to introduce those crops, viz.,
mangels, swedes and turnips, which have revolutionised agriculture in more favourable districts.
In a mountainous region such as this the soils occur in such .
variety that a complete description of them is impossible,
and were it possible the labour necessary for a full investigation
Even
of their properties would not be justified by the results.
if the drifts, as laid down in an area where the surface of the
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ground is so uneven as that of Clare Island, were originally
perfectly
homogeneous,
such a superficial
re-assortment
of
material
by rainwash and gravitation
would have taken place
that an almost endless variety of soils would have been produced.
In the present Memoir a short description of a few fairly typical
samples from the various drifts is all that is possible or desirable.
The methods employed in the analysis of the samples are substantially
the same as those described in detail in the explanation of. the Ballyhaise
Soil-Map,*
and it is unnecessary
to repeat
this account in the present Memoir.
The method of interpreting
the results of a physical examination
of a soil is also fully discussed in the same Memoir, and to this the reader is referred
when studying
the table of analyses given at the end of the
present work.
A few small changes in the method of analysis
have been made in the light of recent advances in soil-investigation or as a result of practical
experience
in the laboratory.
Thus,
in the preliminary
treatment
of the
“ fine-earth ”
(material below 2 mm. diam.) for mechanical
analysis, the addition of acid to the soil has been omitted, and in the process of
mechanical
separation
the limits of the soil-grades
adopted
have been modified in an attempt to group the particles according
to size into more natural divisions.
In these analyses the grade
lOO%*OOOmm. diam. is adopted as the “ clay ” representative.
The fraction l05-001mm. diam. has also been found a convenient
grade, as it includes the soil-particles
which exhibit the highest
rate of capillary
water-movement
(see diagram in Ballyhaise
Soil-Memoir,
p. 19).0 92mm. diam. is another
natural
limit
for soil-grades which has been adopted in the Survey Laboratory, following the methods of Mr. A. D. Hall ; above this limit
the water capacity
and capillarity
of the soil-fractions
are
comparatively
small, while in a soil with grains of smaller
diameter only the movement of percolating
water is almost nil.
This latter grade limit is likewise the lowest at which separation
by sifting is practicable.
Some seventeen typical samples of soil have been collected on
the various drifts over the area of the map, and analysed according to the methods referred to above.
A description of these soils,
the grades adopted, and the mechanical analyses, made by Mr. W.
D. Haigh, of the different samples collected are given in Tables I.
and II. The numbers of the samples correspond with those of the
drift map, and the samples themselves
have been collected
at
points represented on the map by the centres of the circles drawn
round these numbers.
Most of the soils sampled have been found
to be loose or sandy loams, and those of the boulder-clay
and
modified boulder-clay
are typically
of this variety.
Although
large boulders frequently lie on the surface and are interspersed
in the finer material of the former deposit, the soils of this
formation
cannot be described
as stony; they contain, if we
except Soil 3, the very moderate average of less than 16% of
* Mem. Geol. SUN. Ireland, “ Soils of the Agric. Station at Ballyhaise ” (1910.)
4

.
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Soil 3 is somematerial which does not pass a 2 mm. sieve.
what exceptional ; it is situated on ihe top of a steep rocky
ridge, where so much of its finer earth has been washed away
to lower levels that the material left behind contains 35*6% of
No. 7 is a unique soil, being
material larger than 2 mm. diam.
composed almost wholly of large angular rock-fragments
and
humous matter.
This soil may be described as a rubble;
it is,
of course, of no agricultural
importance,
and could only be
matched, if at all, among the morainic
debris of mountain
districts.
The soils of the modified boulder-clay
of this region contain
about 30% of material above 2 mm. diam., and must therefore
be regarded as stony soils.
The alluvial soils, the soils from hill-wash, and the wind-borne
drifts, possess, as is usual, a large proportion
of fine earth.
On the deposits other than the boulder-clay
and the modified
boulder-clay
the frequent
occurrence
of peat gives a humous
character
to most of the soils.
No. 2 is a peat intermingled
with a small amount of material washed in from the surrounding
drifts.
The soils modified by hill-wash
have been generally
found to contain a high proportion
of organic matter.
No. 5,
however, is a conspicuous
exception
to this rule.
The loss
on ignition of this soil is by weight only 1*93o/o of its fine earth.
The soil may be described as a rubbly sand, that is, a sand the
particles
of which are not rounded but are formed of small
angular rock-fragments.
No. 9 is a loamy alluvium having nearly all its particles fine
This soil is typical of
enough to pass through a 2 mm. sieve.
many of the alluvial hollows situated between the hummocks
of the glacial drift of the district.
The subsoils are described in Table I., and do not call for any
special comment.
Nearly all the soils of this area have a good natural drainage.
or. The only exceptions to the rule are to be found in the peats and
sometimes in the soils of the alluvial hollows.
A swamp in the
north of the island, situated mainly in the townland of Maum,
has been artificially
drained
and brought
into cultivation
within recent years,
CAPTLLARITY.
As regards the behaviour
of these soils to capillary
water,
an inspection of the curves (fig. 4) will show that the rate of
water movement
in many of them, by the molecular
forces,
will compare favourably
with that in the arable soils of other
districts (compare with the curves in the Ballyhaise
Memoir, p.
38, fig. 7). However, the capillarity
curves of Samples 2, 8,
10, 13,and 16,indicate that, as in all humous soils, the transmission of water by the capillary forces through these earths is a
very slow process, and takes place at a rate insufficient to supply
the amount of moisture necessary to obtain good harvest results.
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Fig. 4.-Diagram
showing the rise of water by capillarity during eight
days in the fine earth (particles less than 2 mm. in diameter) of soils of Clare
Island.
A. Soil 15 ; represents also Soil 12 very closely. B. Soil 4 ; fairly
represents also Soils 3 and 9. C. Soil 6 ; represents also Soils 1, 6, 11, and
17. D. Soil 13 ; represents also Soils 2, 8, 10, and 16.

The mechanical analyses given in Tables I. and II. show that
the physical constitution
of many of the Clare Island soils is not
There seems no good
unfavourable
for agricultural
purposes.
reason, too, from the standpoint
of their texture
alone, why
the soils of the upper boulder-clay
of the north-east
of the
island should not be brought into cultivation,
but there must
be other factors which determine their present virgin condition,
of which possibly that of exposure is the most potent.

CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS.
In many of the samples of soil collected in this area the prow
portion of carbonate
of lime and that of the available amounts
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of the three principal chemical elements of fertility, viz., phosphoric acid, potash, and nitrogen, have been determined.
The
The
results of these determinations
are given in Table III.
phosphoric
acid, potash, and nitrogen present in these soils
In Soil 2, a peat,
are well up to the average for arable lands.
and Soil 12 from the upper boulder-clay,
the proportions
of
potash are low ; but even in these cases potash occurs in quantities which are sufficient for the purposes of fertility.
It may be seen from the table that all the soils examined,
even those of the lower or limestone
boulder-clay,
are poor
in carbonate of lime.
It is fairly certain from this consideration
that an addition of the latter ingredient
would afford a ready
means of increasing
the productivity
of the arable land of this
region.
As limestone rock does not exist on the island, or at
any point nearer than the Westport
district, it is for practical
agriculturists
to say whether the expense of such a treatment
is justifiable
or otherwise.
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/
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;
/
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18.42
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2.12
5.50
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I
’

18.41
14*19
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6

;:
1:
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::
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.
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..
..
..
l
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::
16
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I
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..
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..
1:
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:. :.
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..
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3
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sol--002
s.

1 *002-*OOO/
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4*26

13.63
2.03

1
,

13.16
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1
/

15.19
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1428
13*49
7.77

1416
9.93
12.89
14.20
7.79

6.22
9.35
11.12
11.81
7.49

22.06
20.96
26.11
36.78

14*41
13.03
1l-96
15.56

24-74
20.44
9.54
10.15

11.03
l&35
10.43
7-21

19-60
8.92
10.16

31.12
8.39
1I*16

12*20
9.92
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13.08
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11.41
14.47

22*05
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2
16916
1.59
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27.86
&66
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’

7.03
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1
’
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’
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3.13
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12

4.76

15.81
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::
15
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16
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CBEMICAL ANALYSES.
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